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-Mrs. Nellie Sanborn, of l\Iass., is visiting her brother, C. O. Holt.
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-Mr. John Lucas a11d wife, of West ;\lilan,K. H.,arevisitingatJoseph
Mendall's.
-B. B. Russell caught a black bass in
Lake Anasagunticook
the other day. that
weighed 3 pounds.
-\Ve can club theTELEPHONEwith any
paper you are taking, sa,·ing from 15 cts.
to $r.oo.
See club list.
-Rev. ·w.J. Twort of Lewiston was in
town Monday.
He attended baptismal
sen-ices at "'est Peru last Sabbath.
-;\Iiss Carrie Swasey has gone on a ,-isit to l\lontreal, accompanying
l\Ir. Randolph Hersey's family on their return.
-;\fr.
A. S. Hathaway and wife made a
trip to Harps,yell last week, by team, and
from there to Portland on the steamer.

-Dr. Dads and party anived home Saturday from Harpswell.
They travelled by
team' and lodged in tents during their stay.
-Mr. Sumner Soule of Gardiner, ,ms
in town a few days of last week, stopping
with :Mrs. Soule's father, John M. Brown.

-The Democratic flag bearing the name
OUR
NEIGHBORS.
crop, on account of dry weather, is going is being put into the dam at th is place.···
of Col. Clark S. Edwards i, hung across,===============
to be a failure .... Apples seem to be out- The Livermore Falls base ball club played
l\Iain street, from the gri~t mill to Canton
growing the damage done by the late hail- a game of ball with the \.Vinthrops at ~his
llouse.
Buckfield.
storm .... Arrangements
ha,·e been made place last Saturday, which resulted 1l1 a
-Ex':ursion
to th e. Republican rally at
AliG. 24-Rather
cool nio-hts for corn for a general picnic and good time to take victory for former by a score of 9 to 12 •
So. Pans, Thursday, Aug. 26, over the R. 1
.
b "'.. ·
. 1
A
h
Another game was also played between
F. & B. railroad.
llon. J. G. Blaine and. and camprng out •••• Black e1 I ies a1e p en- place Saturday,
ug. 28 t 'near t 11e sc 1100 1- the first and second nines of this place and
IIon. T.
Reed are among fhe speakers. 1 ty; our market is glutted with them. Sat- house in Nathaniel Thomas' grove .. MuRo~nd tnp from Canton $'..~5, on regul_ar 1 urday afternoon a young lady tra,·elled all sic will be furnished by the E. Dixfield Brettuns, which was won by th e home
tra~n ~t 9· 10 a. 11.1·• returnrng on special over the place to sell two quarts that she band. If nothino- prevents there will be club, the score st a nd ing 5 1 to 7.-E. II. A.
111
tram
t~e evenmg.
.
. had. No one dared to invest in so large a speaking,select re:ding, and declamations,
Mexico•
-~he Canton corn factory will begrn quantity to keep o,·er Sunday ...... Mr. with various other exercises.
It is hoped
Charley \Veeks of Roxbury, called a
cann111g the first of next week. They fin.
.
.
d C
.
, 'd
ished making cans Saturday.
J. H. Inger- Chas. Foster's family_ have returne_d from that the~- D1x_fi~ld a~d D1xfiel . en tie young deer up to him in the woods F n ay,
soil, superintendent,
says sweet corn in the beach .... ;\Iethod1st camp meetmg be- school will part1c1pate m the exercises. A and caught him and took him home. _It
this Yicin!ty is better than usual. This gins this week. Rev. M1·. Roberts gave game of base ball will be played by the is supposed this young deer had lost its
fa<:tory will put up about 75 acres more the Buckfield people a cordial invitation.
Dixfield nine and the E. Dixfield and Sci- mother, why it came up to Charley.·····
th1
th
t
s seawn
an laS •
. ..... Mrs. Lizzie Hadley of Boston, is ence Hill boys. The committee on ar- Darius Mitchell is a great sufferer.
He
-The ministerial committee of the Bap- spending a few days at Dr. Bridgham's,
rangements are Mr. Burtis Thomas, Her- froze his toe several years ago, and it nevtist church society requests us to giYe noI'
tice that there will be a business meeting with her daughter May .... Orland Spaul- man A. Childs, Willie Blanchard;
on it- er healed and it now affects him all over.
at the church Friday evening, Aug. 27, at ding, proprietor of the "Norway Laundry,
erary entertainment,
Mrs. Julia Kidder, -CoR.
which the attendance of all members and spent the Sabbath here; also :.Ir. James and l\Irti. G. M. Kenney.-G.
C. C.
There will be a grove meeting near the
interested parties iti required for the tran- J
tt f A b
C
erse Child our
Poplar Hill school house Sept. 4th and
saction of important business.
ewe O u urn.···
onv •
'
].~a;.;1: Dixfield.
. .
dentist, started for ~ew York l\Ionday....
"rank "\\'hittemore Jr. was taken Yiolent- sth. Services will commence at I o'clock
-\Ve have ju st added to our pnntrng Saturday, l\lr. IIarnson Dudley lost a valF '
.
.
P. l\'I. Saturday.
Speakers from abroad
uable c;w .... We are pleased to see Rev. , 1.Vsick Saturda?· mght, but is better now. are expected.
Revs. C. T. D. Crockett of
1 ~r]~~l7i.~cit~~t~~r;lll~~~!~s
ino- book and job work. It is a powerful ~r Cummings of X. Y., in town for a va-. Ile is looking for a speedy recoYery • • • • .' • Jackson, N. H., G. B. Hanneford of Rumm~chine, capable of cutting through a sol- • :
I
I
d t I 11 that he will I Mr~. Eliza \Vhittemore has gone to Ent- ~ord, w. H. S. Ventres and Mr. Blake of
d
cat10n; a so p ea_se o _ear
.
, tL1n's Mills, to attend her son who is sick ,,
id block of paper 5 inches in dep th an
occupy the Baptist pulpit next Sunday...
.
. d' .
..
Canton, have been invited, and a delega1
inches in length, and its weight is 1300 lbs.
.
.1
h with feyer
. i\Itti- Starb1r s s1ste1-111-aw
tion from Canton Praying Band is expect-The agency by which we receiYe ~nd Mr. Hanison
Pratt wil commence t _e nd child who ha Ye been Yisiting here,
•
forward subscriptions
to any periodical High s_chool next Tue~day ( 3_1st ): H~s :eturned ;his morning to their home in ed.-B.
vou are taking, allows us a commission.
reputation as a teacher is too well kno,\n Au usta .... Rev. R. A. 'Proctor, wife and
West Peru.
\.Ve give this to our subscribers, and make to need any comments.
A large atte_nda_nce
go- r from Ran ele ,, have been visitStanley and Walton have put in a nice
a similar reduction on the TELEPHONE is expected .... Our Reform club sttll lives ~au 0 hte '. L t ·d'g ~Vh'l thee they steam engine in their mill at Austin's
when paid at the same time, thus making and is doino- a o-]oriou$ work. l\Ieetings mg at J. K. y 01 s.
1e
r
Yery low clubbing rates. Read our club
'
"'
"'
took a trip to Old Orchard beach, accom- Mills .... We are sorry to report that ~Ir.
list.
are well attended.-DREAD.
panied by l\Jr. Lyford and wife. Mr. Ly- T. H. Burgess' splendid young stallion,
-Job printing at the TELEPHONE office
Byron.
ford reports a ,·ery good time. Successful "Young Chief' has been badly kicke_d by
was never so booming as at present.
"\Ve Ten came on the stage to Byron, from, meetings are being held. SeYeral. "·ere another horse, at \Vest l\Iilan, and senousrd
are now at work on an
er for 3o,ooo Canton, Saturday, and among them were! baptised while they were there; one 111 the ]y injured.
He reports he may possibly
pamphlets for Boston parties, wi_th a f~ir
I
d i\I
1-o"e11·1m
...... llliss Annie M. Thornton
prospect that the sa11;e order will be 111- :.Ir. Frank II. Richmond,
~ r. an
' rs. Atlantic ocean, by request .... There was
"
creased to 100,000 copies. We ha Ye been Geo. D. Kidder, and 1\11s. Geo. I-I. ;\fills a yery interetiting concert held in the F. went to Boston, on the nth in st ., on a
compelled to double our ,,.orking force, from Natick, Mass. R. Richmond met his B. church for missionary purpOtieS, Sun- short visit.-REPORTER.
nd
and add machinery for bi ing, etc.
daughter at the National House, Dixfield, day eYening, under the management
of
West Sumner.
-From
the committee on inYitations to where they took supper.
R;v. F. Starbird.
\Vhat made it especialIt will be remembered that we have prethe 1 - orway Centennial, Sept. 8, 1~86, we
d
ha,-e receiYed a neatly arranged circular,
Canton
Point.
l_vso was the singing by th e litt Ie ones ~n Yiously referred to the location of a new
1

-Chas.
Coolidge and wife have gone to
Weld, on a fishing and camping trip.
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-\Vm. G. Gammon is painting his residence on Main street.
A crew of
workmen are digging a well near the
the same.

containing indtation,
pr?gram and comMrs. Jas. E. Burbank is Yery ]ow. and playing the melodeon by ;\label Starbll'd. road ~n to Sumner hill, by the County
mittees.
The title page is a steel engray- not expected to Ii Ye but a short time....
:\label is a marvel, truly.
She not only Commissioners.
Later, the Corns. were
ing
of cubs.
the great
_Oxford
Bear,_ withancaltfamt
Tha}'er h·'s
a ere,,· of men clearinz~ up played, but sang alto at the same time.
petitioned to discontinue the road. After
ilv of
It 1s
an appropriate
as Y- -:-11·.
i>
~
S
d;sign.
The p_rintin~ was done at the his island in order to get it into grass. She is about eight years old. Bro.
tar- further investigation and their refusal to
-Mr. Thomas Reynolds and wifo and
Norway Advertiser ofhce.
The soil is rich and must be a fine place bird is doing good work in ~is field ~~ la- i grant the prayer of petitioners, the town
Mr. John :Manwell and wife are participat-The Canton base ball club had a reg- for hay . .' .. Geo. \V. Treat, from Topsham,
bor here. Then~ has been eight additions appealed from their decision.
The co~rt
rng in the grange festi,·ities at Old Orchard
this week.
ular walk-oYer with the LiYermore Falls has bought the stand now occupied by B. to the church tl11s summer, three by ba_p- then appointed a special committee to 111club
Thursday,
defeating
them_two
games
C.
Waite,
formerly
owned
by
his
brother,
tism,
one
by
letter
and
four
from
the
disvestigate
and
decide
the
controversy.
The
-Mr. Brown is again driving stage from
,,.ith the greatest of ease; first 1:1the fore•
d d h
h t N th Canton
B
d h
h Th fi t
Li,·ermore to Canton, \V. E. \Vhittemore
noon by a score of 17 _to 2, and 111_
the aft- Capt. S. R. Treat .... \Villie, son of A. B. ban e c urc a
or
'
.- •
hearing was appointe
t e 19t •
e rs
who has recently been driYing being sick
ernoon 24 to 6. Eilts and Pulsifer were Conant is quite sick with typhoid fe,·er.
East Hebron.
day was occupied in viewing the proposed
with feyer.
the battery for the Cantons in both 15~mes. Dr. Stanwood attend$ him .... The Thomnew route, and other roads leading to and
-t\liss Nora Brown of Middlesex Falls, while the visitors presented thre~ d1ft~rent as house is now vacant, l\Ir. Robinson
The sen-ice at East Buckfield yeste1·day from Su:nner hill. Davis and Swasey apMiss Lelia Brown of Dixfield, and Miss twirlers, but it was no go. Their dehvei_-y
was one of interest.
Sermon in the mornf
d G D B"
as soon as the}· were put 111 havin2' left for Chesterville .... Last Sund b
peared for the op posers o roa , • • isSarah \Vebster of Lynn, are boarding at '\ ·as "·.lthoined
'
ing by Re,.. C. T. Keen, followe
y t I1e
Th
~ II
d fo. two
IIotel Swasey.
the box. The features of the Jai~es were day the Re,.. }Jr. Blake preached at ou_r relating of experience, by Frank Snell. bee for petitioners.
edn o. o,;:h ~ ild
days, testimonies for an agams
e u •
-Last
week the fatal types ga,·e the the batting of the Cantons an t. e errors place at 2 P. l\I., to a rather small aud1Bro. Snell then conducted a social meet- in.,. of the road. It was amusing to note
height of Ephraim Russell's colt_76 inches. of the Li,·ermores in field. Ump1re, J. A. ence, but a fine discourse from Romans8th, rSth. Ile will preach aga111 in t"·o ing at the Chase school-house, and new th: different ideas advanced.
One thinkl\Iake it +6 inches and the colt will present Record.
better proportions.
-The first ofa series of three Satu1·day ,,,eeks at same hour .... SeveralofourpeoYoices were heard there for the first time. ing it would cpst two dollars per rod, anexcursions
from Portland
to Rumford
The congregation
then repaired to the
. k'
•t b f: the
-Engine
No. 3 is disabled by broken Falls, occurred last Sa~urday. Th~ party, pie have gone to l\Iaranocook to attend the water where Bro. Snell was baptised and other six. Some thm mg 1 y ar
springs.
The sp~·ings l;a'"e be_en sent ~o consisting of II. A. L111coln, --:,v.S. Ilan- mass meeting of the K. of L.-H.
best way on to Sumner hill, others comPortland for repairs "·!11le Engrneer Dans
son, Edward \V. CoreJ and wife, ~eo. H.
received into the church •••• ReY. J. H. paring it to climbing Mt. Washington.
is taking a vacation.
\Vatkins and wife, Supt. L. L_._Lmcoln,
Carthage.
Bartlett is expected to preach at E~ st Ile- There was not only considerable
interest
-C. II. Lucas and wife and Mr. Ernest Treas. R. C. Bradford. H. P. Krng, L.A.
l\Ir.
l\'L
Peabody
and
wife
from
Canton,
bron next Sa_bbath ···.A
?en~ral time __of shown, but not a little unpleasantness.
1
cl
I h
t ti11 tune
l\I1s
f
Bard, of Brookville, Mass., haYe been on Grav of Portland Busines_s College, a'. d
~
••••
• \Ye are glad, however, that the decision o
a sporting trip to Byron, for the past few l\Iiss Clara J. Bates, arnved by special were in town last week, Yisiting frien 1s. health prevai s ~r~ a
train at noon, taking dinner at II~te_l Sw~- They met their uncle and aunt, l\Ir. a'. d \V. N. Hodgdon is unprovmg faS t now.the committee will be final, which will be
days. They report a fine time .
sey. They then proceeded by farnte: _s Mrs. Azel Macomber, at Mr. I. G. Drakes.
K.
gi,.en at the Oct. term of conrt.-R.
-Mr. Roscoe Gammon of Rockton, Ill., stao-es to Rumford Falls and back to Dix- l\Ir. Macomber and wife are quite aged, he
East Sumner
raised 4000 pounds of honey the past sea- field Saturday P. M., where the pa_rt~· re•
The survivors of Co. F, 9th Maine Volson. Ile has sent 100 pounds to Nathan mained
over Sunday at the National being So _years of age, and she 84 years ~f
Several of our citizens were in attendance
unte'ers, held a reunion at West Sumner
Reynolds, who is selling it at his store.
House, returning Monday.
age. They live at Korth Jay and do their at a road hearing case at \Vest Sumner, recently.
About one dozen of the old
-The
passenger trnin ran into Milford
II
I 1 " own house work •••• Mr. Nathaniel Green three days oflast week ... The soldier boys members with their families were present.
Try
that
Pure
Illinois
oney,
on
Y
.)
and
wife
had
a
family
gathering
of
their
•
cl
d
f
t
\Vest
\Vaite's cow Saturday afternoon, beb,·een
I
ha,·e a camp fire an a goo
ime a
Before the gathering broke up, a permathis Yillage and
·1bert,·ille.
The cow cts. lb., at Reynolds' Drug Store.
children.
They never were all toget 1er Sumner on next Saturday.
Hon. John P. nent ore:anization of the company was
was a total wreck and nearly a dead loss.
The Chicago anarchist~ have all bee~ before, the oldest being 31 years of :tge and
.
t cl t b
sent
Every
h
found
e:uilt}'
of
murder,
with
the
pen_alt_,
.
I
d
Swasey
is
expec
e
o
e
pre
•
I
Dformed, with an arrangement for t e sur-The Young Whitneys of Canton play• ,·ivors of Co. D, 8th Maine, to meet with
ed a game of base ball with the s~cond of death, except Nebe, who goes to pnson the youngest IO. Ther~ are 4 g1r s an_ I body will be "·elcome •••••• Mr. A bert
boy-3 of the girls marned.
One marned Park and wife of Dixfield, we1·e in town them next time.
nine ofBrittun's
Mills, Monday.
Victory for 15 years.
·. Orlestus Phillips and lives in W_eld, S d
A
o- late arriYals are Mrs
for Young \Vhitneys in a score of J4 to rS.
A new lot of Artists' Material at Rey- Ml
un ay.
mon"' •
'
'
•
nolds'
Drug
Store.
one
married
l\Ir.
Jotham
Shaw
alltl hYeS Flora (Cary) Parks of Boston, Mrs. Lizzie,
-W. E. Adkins has moved his grocery
Born.
in Byron, the other one_ married Mr. \Vil- "·ife of Asia Ricker of Worcester, Mass.,
~tore from the old DeShon building to the
If a man empties his purse into his head, !is Mace and lives in Wmthrop; the other and Mr. Meh·;n Ricker of Somerville,
Mexico-To
the wife of Lucian Glover,
store formerly occupied by H. II. B~1rbank,
where he would be pleased to receive calls no one can take it ~nyay froin hitn.
t,vo living at ho1ne ,,·ith their parents. i\'las . Lots of suinn 1 cr visitors are in a son.
8
from all his friends.
1''.Iarricd.·
However small may be your possessions,
There are S grand children.
They had a town .... Mr. J. "\Valter Stetson and wife
-The Ladies' Social Circle will meet at there will be some one to envy you th em. very pleasant greeting.-E.
Mexico-Aug.
15, by S. A. Reed, Esq.,
return to l\Ianchester, N. H., this week.Grange hall Fri~ay evenin~, Aug. 27_th.
Mr. Herbert O. Gleason and Miss Nellie
The best characters have a mixture of
DIXFIELD.
SLOCliM,
Entertainment
will be fur111shed, co~s1st- infirmities, and-the worst have some reAllen, both of Mexico.
ing of music, recitations and declamat1011s,
Livermore.
deeming virtues.
l\I:ss Lelia]. Brown of Melrose, Mass.,
Livermore-Aug.
21, by C. \V._ Fuller,
ice cream and cake.
and Miss Sarah "\Vebster from Law~ence,
School in Dist. ro. 15, taught by Sadie esq., Mr. Geo. F. H!nds and Miss Bell
-F. E. Gibbs, Esq., who has had tyEiegant Pcrfumec just received at Rey-. were visiting Mr. anrl Mrs. J. H. Eilts last A. Beals, closed July 12. Prizes were giv- Richmond, both of Livermore.
phoid fever at the home of his father, El- nolds' Drug Store.
week ...... ~iite a number attended th_e en to Carrie Hutchinson,
Died.
Lillie Leavitt,
bridge Gibbs, in Peru, has had a relapse
IN" MEMORY
meeting last Sunday. Among the aud1- and Nettie Marston, for not being absent,
and been very sick the past week. We
Dorchester, Mass.--Aug.21,Mrs.
Chr!s·
5t \Villon, ei,ce ,vei·e man}· strangers in the placFe.
of
:Mrs.
Hannah
Adams,
who
died
at
Ea
hear that he is again on the gain.
tardy or dismissed durin~ the term. ~ar- tina Lowney, aged 82 years 4 mos. Bunal
Aug. 20, 1SS6, aged 89years, 10 months.
th
at
Belfast,
Me.
-Madame Jarley's Wax Figures will _be ·we miss thee, dear mother, gone fr?m our care,
:.Ir. L. L. Lincoln and lady, of
e _R. • rie Hutchinson did not miss a word dunng
1
nd
East Wilton-Aug.
20, Mrs. Hannah,
exhibited at the Universalist church, DixN;;~~~;';~;;~ ~~ l'1:~~;J.t;'~\:r~nedstand,
& B. R.R., R.
Brn d fo rd a
~ife, of the whole term, and Lillie Leavitt, Emma
field, Friday evening, Aug. 27th._ The Idle the knitting-that dropped from thy lrnnd
Portland, and C. A. Wilson of Providen~e, Goding and Nettie Marston did not miss a relict of the late Jephthah H. Adams, aged
program also includes vocal an_d 111struTender and faithful, as mother and wife,
.
R I The services were conducted
Y word in seven weeks ...... Mami~ Beals is 89 years, ro months.
mental music, shadow pantomime,. an~
t~t~~!~~~~i~~gn~~~~t~~~c\1~~1~'~h;:~~;n7thfc;
R~v.· Mr. Lord ...... Aug. 24, died at the slowly recovering from diphthena.
the farce "Nan, the Good for. Noth11:,g.
Dixfield town farm, Clarissa Thomas,aged
Admission 25 cts.
(Later,
mdefi111tely For tl~elove ofa mother can never be tol<l.
FLOWERS
fJ;e!:;'s~EC~~!;,~1
LIVERMORE
FALLS.
We'd not c:1.llthee back, tho' g-rief:s tears are shed,
Pillows, etc. Flowers preserved. I have mad
postponed.)
1
r~~~1i~~-~:~r\.tt~l~~:~y~1:;~l~i~~ut}J~~l:t
~~~,~~;,
71 years.-]. II. E.
A. B. Parkman and wife are spending a
Fi"tr'Ift~~{~:E~v~~~J:;oNei-to~~fo
-At Canton Driving Park, July 28 , M. Prayi~g each day, "Dear Lord, take me home."
SCIENCE HILL.
ders for the above. Prices low; New designs.
few weeks at Dover, Me.•••· .Mr. L. S.
C. Delano, with Elcho, won first money Thy prayer is answered, thou'st reached home at
1 Y7
The fine weather during the past we~k
Order of
Frost will move to Watertown, Mass., this
in the three minute class, purs~ $75· At
has enabled most farmers to secure t~e1r week .... It is expected that work will be
C. 0, HOLT, CANTON.
~o with Mago-ie Miller, first m the 2 •2 Suffert~~~nd death all triumphan_tlypassed;
ha and grain.
Charles A. H_all of V'.enclass, pur~e $~00. July 29, with Elcl~o, The storms of earth no more to withstand,
Forcvcr at rest in the sweet Summer Land.
Y
l h
commenced at Otis Falls this week.•• .C.
first in the 2.50 cla$s, pu_rse $75. At Di:-· Home with the dear on.esthou'st mournedtor years; na is helping G. C. Childs fi~1s 1 aymg.
Try that BONELESSCORNED BEEF at H.
R. Noyes and wife of Boston, Mass., have
field Aug. 3, with Maggie Miller, -~rst
Thnughts of thy joy w1-ll lesscn our te:u:s.
He expects to get through this month •• ••
11
been in town the past week ...• A logway H. Burbank's.
2.38 class, purse $100. A~g. 4, wi~h .
1
'Tr
,:;:s,~~ff,,~';,t~fi~~
;~red~~~~'::t
~h~
B~,~~tiful
Gate.
Many
are
eomplaining
that
the
potato
cho, first in 2.50 clas,.
With Maggie Mil,
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ler, first in 2.30 class, purse $150.
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-Mrs. Arthur Allen has gone
Paris, on a short visit.
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Lo,e's Seasons.
Springtime love is like the ffowers,
Born to blossom and to die,
Smili~g through a few sweet hours:
Ah, tell me why1
Summer's Jovo is liko the showers,
Burst with lightning from the sky;
Wasted soon it, pnssion's powers:
Ah, tell rue why!
Autumn's love is like the gold
That on tho forest leaves shall lie;
Quickly fled with speed untold:
Ah, tell me why/
Winter's love is li'.rn the cold
And chiJling winds that swi-ftly fly,
Vanishing o'er wood and wold:
Ah, tell me why/
Yet Summer, Au•urun, Winter,Spring,
Are full of Jove that shall not die;
For Jove is of them all the king:
And who cares why1

--w: J.

Hendersan.

A Duel in a Balloon.

Tho madman indicated with his finger
the upper part of the balloon.
M.
Godard, who hatl not before trembled
for himself, was forced to tremble now
for the madman.
"Miserable man!" he cried.
"You
nre going to kill yourself. You will be
seized with vertigo."
''No rcmurks!" hissed the madman,
"or I will at once pit~h you· into die
nbvss."
~'At least," observed }1. Godard, "allow me to put this cord around your
body, so that yon may remain attached
to the balloon."
"Be it so," snid the madman, who appeared to comprehend the utility of the
precaution.
Furnbhed with his cord of safety, tho
madman commenced to climb among the
ropes with the agility of a squirrel.
He
reached the balloon and placed himself
astride the semi-circle as he had said.
Once there he rent the air with :.1 shout
of triumph, and drew his knife from his
pocket.
"What are you going to do1" asked
M. Godard, who feared that he might
have the idea of ripping open the bnlloon.
"To make myself comfortable."
Uttering these words, the madman cut
slowly the cord of safety which }I. Godard had attached to his body. With a
single puff of wind to shake the balloon
the miserable creature must fall into
the abyss! l\I. Godard shvt his eyes in
order not to see. The madman clnsped
his hands; he could not contain himself
with delight.
He spurred balloon with
his heel, as if on horseback.
"And now," yelled the madman, brandishing his knife, "we arc going to laugh.
Ah I robbc:r, you thought to make me
descend! V cry well! It is you who are
going to tumble down in a moment."
M. Godard had not time to make a
movement or put in a single word. Before he was able to divine the inteutcntions of the madman, the latter, still
astride of the semi-circle, had cut-h0rror-four of the cords which suspended
the car to the balloon! The car incl med horribly; it was only hcltl by two
cords. It would have been all over with
Mr. Godard if htl had not grasped desperately at those remaining.
The knife
of the madman approached the last
cords.
"A word-a
single word," cried M.
Godard.
"No-pardon,"
vociferated the madman.
•'I do not ask for pardon; on the contrary."
"What is it you wish1" inquired the

Godard had taken with him one
day, as his campagnon du voyage, a
wealthy gentleman, who paid one thousand francs for the privilege of sharing
the perils of the expedition.
The
weather could not have been more propitiom, and the balloon shot up rapidly to
3 considerable altitude.
"What effect does it produce upon
you?" asked M. Godard of his com~anion.
"None," said the latter, laconically.
"My compliments to you," returned
M. Godard.
"You are the first whom I
have ever secu arrive at such an altitude
without bch'aying some emotion."
"Keep on mounting," said the traveller, with supreme gravity.
M. Godard threw out some ballast,and
the balloon ascended some five hundred
feet higher.
"And now,"
asked M. Godard,
"does your heart beat?"
"Not yet," replied his companion,
with au air which approached impatience.
''The deuce!" exclaimed M. Godard.
"you have really, my dear sir, the most
-perfect qualification for an neronaut."
The balloon still ascended; when one
thousand feet higher, n'L Godard interrogated a third time his companion,
"And now?"
"Nothing, nothing; not the shadow of
a fear," answcrell the trnvcller, with a
tone positively discontented, and like a
man who had experienced a profound deception.
"Goodness me," answered the a13JPnaut
smiling, "but I must renounce af! hope
of making you afraid. The balloon is
high enough.
We are going to desccnd."
"To descend?"
madman.
''At this momeut," continued the acro"Certainly; there would be danger in nnut hurriedly, "we are at a height of
mounting higher."
five thousand feet."
"That docs not make the slightest
"Stop," said the madman, "that will
:::~~~ce to me, I do not wish to de- be charming to tumble down from such
}I.

"What!" a~kec.l.:M:.Gouard.
"I said I wislied to asccnr1 higher,
keep on mounting.
I have given one
thousand francs in order to experience
some emotion ; I must do so, and will not
descend until I have had my money's
worth."
nI. Godard began to laugh; he believed
that it was nil a joke.
''Once more, will you ascend," demanded the traveller, seizing him by the
throat and shaking him with violence.
M. Godard felt himself lost, A sudden
and dreadful revelati.)n broke upon his
• mind, as he regarded the strangely dilated eyes of his companiou. He had to do
with a madman.
Had the unfortunate reronaut had !\
defensive weapon he would have been
capable of defending himself, but it is
not usual for puople to furuis!1 them,elvcs
with pistols for a voyage in a balloon,
and certainly one would not dream of
meeting with a warlike encounter in the
stars. The earth was five thousand feet
below-most
horrible depth-and
the
least movement of the now furiou, man
might came the car to capsizr. lH.
Godard, with the presence of mind acquired by him in so many of his daring
aerial expeditions, made all these reflections in the space of a second.
''Ah! ha! you are mocking me, my fine
fellow," continued the madman, without
losing his grip. "Ah! you think to rob
me of one thousand francs, as well as of
my emotion, V cry well! Be quiet! It's
my turn to laugu. It's you now who are
going to cut a caper."
The madman wns possessed of prodigious strength.
M. Goclar,1 did not even
make an attempt to dcfcncl himself.
'·What do you wish from me?" asked
Ji.e, in a calm tone and submissive voice.
"Simply nmuse myself in seeing you
turn a summersault," said the madman,
with a ferocious smile. "But first" (the
madman nppe,1rcd to bethink him,elf ),
"I have my idea. I wish to sec if Icau't
find somu ,·,notion up there. I must put
rnvself lll:itrid.eof the semi-circle."

a height l"
" It is too low," added JIL Godard.
"Ilow so?" asked the madman stupefied.
''Ye$," said l\L Godar,l, "my experience as an ::icronaut has taught me that
death is not certain from a foll from this
elevation. Tumble for tumble, I much
prefer to fall f•·om such a height and to
be killed outright, rather than to be only
lamed; have the charity to precipitate
me from a height of nine thousand
feet."
"Ah, that will do!" said the madman,
whom the mention of a more horrible fall
charmed amazingly. M. Godard followed
heroically !us purpose, and threw over
an enormous quantity of ballast.
The
b~lloon made 11. powerful bound, and
mounted five hundred feet in a few moments. Only-an<l while the madman
surveyed this operation with a menacing
air-the
neronaut
conceiYcd another
plan.
The quick eye of l\'L Godard had remarked that among the corcls spared by
the madman, figured the one leading to
the valve.
Ilis plan is taken.
He draws his cord,
it opens the valve placed in t~c upper
part of the balloon for the purpose of
allowing any excess of the hydrogen gas
to escape, and the result which he hopes
for is not long in making itself apparent. Little by little the madman becomes asphyxiated by the vapors of the
gas which surrouml him.
The madman being sufficiently stupefied for his purpose, M. Godard allowed
the balloon slowly to descend to the earth.
The drama was finished.
Arrived on terrn firma M. Godard, bearing no hatrccl to the author of his perilous voyage, hastened to restore him to
animation and had him conveyed, hand~
and feet bou11<l,to the nearest police station. -Ti,f-Bil.~.
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What is more pathct:c than to sec the
simple faith with which a bald-headed
man will buy an infallible hair restorative from a bald-headed barber.
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Counterfeiting United States coins and
bills is said to be carried on now us
much as formerly, but there have been
many changes in its methods and the
manner of gettmg rid of the ''queer"
when made. The days of the hidden
nook in the mountain, whore, in a hut,
the expert maker of base coins carried
on his nefarious trade with door carefully barricaded and rifles and revolvers
lying about within e!ISy reach, are over.
Now
the
coin is made mostly
in cities, and that too in crowded neighborhoods.
In the m:iking or bad coins in this
city the Italians have a monopoly, and it
is against the Italian w::>rkmen that
Chief Drummond, of the secret service
bureau in this ci'ty, is kept busy procuring evidence and bringing them to court.
Almost without exception, every It.alian
counterfeiter arrested in this city during
the last three yc::irs-and
there have
been many of them captured-has
said
that he came from Sicily.
They are, as
a rule, dull lookrng, ignorant fellows,
notwithstanding their skill in furnishing
and manufacturing the coins. Most frequently they have a little knowledge of
the jewelry trade, and apparently they
take as naturally to counterfeiting as fish
to water.
A number of Italians in this
city who are not makers of bad coins are
always ready to pass those made by others,
and
the
skilled
deviser
of illegitimate
money is to them a
hero.
The workman hires a fl.at in a tenement, into which he moves his family,
reserving one room as a workshop.
He
lays in a stock of antimony, plaster of
paris, moulds, a lathe and other appliances, and is ready for business. Rarely
do his neighbors suspect that anything
is wrong.
He takes a good coin for a
pattern and soon has the room filled with
the coins in various stages of construction.
Never docs the maker attempt to
1 pass the money himself.
He either sells
it to the passer, or, more frequently, to a
middle man.
For this reason it is difficult to get at the makers, and the secret
service detectives are always happy when
they find a workshop with a kit of tools
and a good supp:y of stock.
The middle men sell to the man who docs the
passing. Bad coin can be bought at the
rate of $-! for ten bad dollars, though
higher prices are usually charged at first.
When the passer gets the coin he usually
frequents the side streets, where in small
cigar stores and confectionery shops he
passes off his spurious dollars, etc., in
payment for small articles, thus receiving good money in ~hnngc.
The law requires that "intent to deceive" must be proven against the offender, and for this reason the counterfeit money-passers go often in pairs. One
man carries the coin; he deals it out one
coin at a time to his companion, who
enters the shop, while the other remains
outside. Thus, if the passer is arrested,
no other bad coins are found on his person, and he can assert that he did noi
know that the coin he offered in payment was bad.
Many escape conviction
by this method.
The fruit stand Italians are usually
unscrupulous in working off bad money,
though they seldom have a stock of anything of larger denomination than climes
and quarters.
More than half of the
small coin that is bad works its way into
circulation through these fellows.
You
tell the vender that the coin is bad, and
he will immediately cry out:
"~le no
tell bada money; me just come from
Italy."
Comparativeiy few arrests arc
made on complaint of the police. When
bad money is received unwittingly, few
hesitate to pass it on.
There is a cheap
restaurant keeper on the old Chatham
street who, every few weeks, brings all
the bad coins he has taken in down to
the secret service bureau in the postoffice building.
Very few take this
trouble.
There is an erroneous idea abroad that
the government makes good the bad
money received. This is a mistake. The
governmcut confiscates all bad coins,and
the only relief of the person imposed
upon is a civil suit in one of the district
courts against the passer for the value of
the money lost.
The passer of countertcit money, when
convicted, may receive as heavy a sentence as ten years in state prison and a
:fine of $1000. Apparently there is an
uttractivencss about makill'; the coin,
and when discharged from prison the
manufacturer
almost invariably goes
back to the old busincss.-New
York
Commercial.
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The Sardlne Industry.
The sardine industry has been for the
last forty or fifty years one of the most
important of the west of France, furnishing employment to a large fleet of fishing
vessels and supporting many thousand
fishermen and their families. Sixty years
ago it was at its best, and the fish were
so numerous during the season that it was
found necessary to reinforce the regular
:fishermen with laborers from the neighboring portions of Brittany.
·wages
were good and everybody was proiperous and happy. For some years past the
ann!,iill supply has been becoming more
and more irregular, c11usinggreat anxiety
among the populution hitherto supported by this means, attracting the attention of scientists and inducing
the
French government to appoint a commission to examine into the subject.
Tho
question which is first naturally asked is,
whence did the sardine come, and why
have its vfaits of late years been so irreg•
ulari
Some writers have designated that
part of the ocean called the Mer des Sardasses, while others have thought that
it occupied, when not seen, parts of the
deep sea bottom nearer to the coast of
Europe. On these points there is a wide
difference of opinion. The only fact that
seems to be clearly established is that in
the spring it ascends along the European
coast, following the current, or rather
meeting the current of the Gulf stream,
passing beyond its mild waters in May
and June. Since the change has occurred
it has stopped farther south, compelling
those :fishermen who had a sufficient
amount of enterprise to go to seek it on
the coast of Portugal or of Africa, where
it can be had at a low price, but of inferior quality. But thti affairs of those
who have been depending on the catch
have been constantly going from bad to
worse. Sailors out of employment have
been compelled to seek other means of
existence; packers have been ruined, six
or seven out of every ten doing an exceedingly bad business, if not failing
entirely.
Some sardines are still caught,
but the greatly diminished quantity has
caused widespread disaster among both
working and commercial classes.-Sa~
Jilrancisco Chronicle.

Origin ora Famous Song.
In a very interesting and otherwise historically accurate article with the caption
"Song and Song Makers," in the Press,
the writer is mistaken wheu he says that
the famous song, "Put Me in My Little
Bed," realized its author and pu':Jlisher,
Charles A. White, some $24,000.
"Put
Mc in My Little Bed" was written by
Dexter Smith. Charles A. White furnished the accompaniment, and the firm
of White, Smith & Perry published it.
I have no doubt that the publishers made
at least the amount stated on its sale, tor
it jumped at once into popular favor.
Dexter Smith had previously written a
song that was very popular, "Ring the
Dell Softly, There's Crape on the Door,"
and experience taught him that "catchy,"
words, a simple, lively air and a good
title were necessary to make a song popular. The vublishing house of whiC'h he
was a member was just starting in business, and he was anxious to advance its
interests.
Ile ,Yas looking about him for
a theme upon which to base a song, and
one summer night, whilst strolling through
the streclts of Boston, he passed a house
on the steps of which was a little family
party enjoying the evening breeze. Just
as Mr. Smith reached the group, a curlyheaded little girl put her :\l'ms nround
the neck of aa oluer sister, and, in a
sleepy voice, said: "Sister, put me in
my little bad." The phrase caught the
song-writer's ear, and before he retired
the idea was put in words. Mr. Smith
furnished the music, and White, Smith
& Perry netted a snu~ little sum from ib
sale.-Philadelphia
Prcs.i.

Growth,
How would I _growt Not like th&vin&.

Though beautiful and full of grace,
Close clinging roits resting place,
Where leaf and blo'ssorn intertwine.
For tendrils break when wind3 are high,
The best supports in time, will fail,
And what can weak, vine strength avail
When bruised and torn on earth I liel
But like the tree, oh tall and !air,
With roots deep reachmg :through the
ground,
With branches far around,
Drawing all good from earth aml air.
Drawing nll good that! may give
Or my abundance friendly aid
To all who seek my plaasant shatle,
Or in my Hcreouingbranches live;
That when this term of Ji!6 is past,
And I o.m severed from tho ground,
My growth may also firm be fo~nd
That much of good will life outlast.
-Lm,ra

Garland Carr.

}IUlllOROUS.
A leading man-A

policeman with s.
prisoner,
Is a housewife shooing flies a blacksmith or a shoemaker7
Why is there nothing like leather1 Because it is the sole support of man.
Certain climes do not agree with
men. For example, Alpine climbs.

fat

ELSIE.-No. dear, you cannot raise a
crop of canaries by planting bird seed.
Very thin ice will support a man in
summer-that
is, if he is an ice dealer.
The crow is not a complaining animal.·
When it opens its mouth it is usually
for caws.
St. Nicholas tells of a dog that can
count. But it can't equal a cat in running up a. column.

"I am but passing awa.y my time,"
quoth Adolphus, as he handed his watch
to the pawnbroker.
In China two people of the same surname are forbidden to intermarry.
That
must bo hard on the Chinese Smitb.
family.
''Bees," says a scientific authority,
"undoubtedly remember a man," and a
man undoubtedly
remembers a bee, if
he ever makes his professional acquaint-ance.
"The doctor said he'd put me on my.
feet again in two weeks." "Well, didn'~
he do iH" "He did, indeed.
I had
to sell my horse and buggy to foot the
bill!"
"The roaches in this house are re•
markably versatile," said an actor at a.;
hotel table, picking up a biscuit.
"1:
notice that they appear in different rolls
every morning."
"My daughter,
you ought to have
some aim in life," said a father to his
thoughtless 10-year-old. "Oh, I am going to, papa," was the enthusiastic
reply. "I have got my beau already."

A four-year-old youngster who was
compelled to say please when asking for
any,hing at the table was given 11. set of
toy dishes. He laid them out on a table
to play with, saying: "Now this is nice,
cos there will be no pleases at this
table."

A Lofty Lake.
Green lake h·is been fitly called the
brightest gem in Colorado's diadem. It
is situated three miles from Georgetown
and is 10,000 feet above the level of the
sea. The road to the lake at first wind3
along the brow of Loavonworth Mountain, and in the fair sunlight the n11nes,
cabins, flowers, Clear creek, Georgetown and the many peaks of the surrounding mountains mnde a pleasing
picture as we rode along. After going
almost straight np the mountain for a
short distance Grc~ lake burst upon
our sight, and amid rugged gorges,
huge boulders and lofty pines lay spread
before us a scene of exquisite loveliness. It is almost a mile long and just
Salmon Poaching in Cnnmla.
The unlawful net which the wardens
half as wide, and tac water from the
most carefully guaru against is "driftshore looks deeply tinged with dark
ing."
One or two poachers will steal green; but get into a boat and glide
out at night Cflrrying a peculiarly made over it 11ndyon find the water clear and
net in their canoes.
They stretch this transparent.
The rocks on the bottom
acros& the head of a pool, and it is so arc covered with, a mossy deposit.
weighted and buoyed that it stands upThe marvel is, how di<l such a lake get
right, reaching nearly to the bottom. As here? and another wonder is the greenthe current causes the net to drift down ness from which the lake takes its name.
stream, one canoe stays at each end to The basin that holds it is green, tho sand
keep it straight.
There is usually a is green, the moss on the rocks is green,
white
rope at the bottom of the net.
and even the tinyclrops that fall from the
Seeing this, the salmon raise themselves
oar bear the same unexplainable tinge;
a little only to be caught by the gills in but the water is clear, and in its wonthe meshes.
·when the ,;;haldng of the drous depths can be seen a buried forest,
net shows that one is caught, the poacher
with its trees still erect, but petrified,
quickly paddles to the spot, raises the and, instead of swaying to the mountain
net, kills the fish with a blow on its breeze, stand silent and cold, as in the
head, and throws 1t into the bottom of embrace of death.
the canoe. In this sneaking way nearly
S mth of the lake is the "Battle-field
all the salmon. in a pool may be netted
of the gods," where huge boulders are
out in a night If the wardens happen to thrown around
in every concciv'1blo
come along in their dug-outs, they try shape, as though hurled there by some
to seize the net and identify the poach- powerful hand. A few rods away is
ers. Then there may be a fight, and Clear lake, and its bright, cold water
perhap8 a canoe will be sunk, and a and white sand are in charminoo contrast·
0
poacher or a warden will get a cold bath.
-Detroit Fru Preu..
•
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Tbe Grant Cottage Rt Locg Branch.
The Grant cottage stands sii~ple and
unpretentious, looking like, what it is, a
pleasant summer home, without ostentation or glare. It stands ai,,id the two
miles or more of villas, many of which
are otherwise, that from the west end
line Ocean avenue. From this roadway
the Grant cottage is partly hidden by a
1:1mallgrove of firs and other shrubbery,
in the midst of which are the stables and
lodges. A broad sweep of lawn, set off
by a few large vases filled with brillianthued flowers, brings the visitor over a
gravel walk and drive to a plain square
structure of wood, with sloping roof,
broken by dormer windows. The building is colored in gray ancl reddish brown,
which harmonize well with the soft color
tones of .earth, sky and sea. Broad and
graceful piazzas on three sides set off the
plain building.
'fhe entrance, which
faces the avenue, is let in deeply, so as to
fo::m another piazza on the hall floor and
a deep balcony
on the
second,
now
all brilliant
with
a
mass
of radiant flowers. The establishment is
necessarily smaller than in the General's
lifetime. The stables show this; but
everything is well kept and cared for. A
quickset hedge, thick and well trimmed,
runs with the public walk, and part of
the way on either side of the grounds,
below which a neat wire fence separates
the Grant place from the statelier one of
George W. Cf1ild's to the cast, and from
a very rich man's residence to the west.
General Grant's favorite lounge wns on
the side facing the ocenu. Within, the
residence is simply yet nice:y furnished,
though there are many evidences of the
great position filled by him who has
passed away. It is an historic family
group that fills it, and around them are
souvenirs that indicate the unique place
its head occupied in more than national
affairs. A superb portrait of the General,
draped with the national flag, fills the
eye. On the floor of hall ,ind salon are
11eena number of superb robes and skins
-tigers', lions', panthers', etc.,-trophics
probably of that famous journey around
the world.-PltiladelpMa Times.

A novel flower has been found on the
Isthmus of Texhuantepec,at the San .rose
hacienda, twenty-two leagues from the
city of Tehuantepec.
This floral chameleon has the faculty of changing its
colors during the day. In the morning
it is white; when the sun is at its zenith
it is red, and at night it is blue.
This
red, white and blue ilow>.!r grows on a
tree about the size of a guava tree, and
another peculiarity of"this flower is thr.t
only at noon do"s it give out any perfume.
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Mllesto11e■

on the Road to Health,

uJ'r!1~{!~~h,1~i
b~

Can't
GetAway

c1i,:~1r.

maculate.
She goes from house to house
in a neighborhood, ancl is fully worth
her weekly pay. In unskilful hands the
now popular oil lamps are a great trouble;
sometimes filling them is put off until
after dark, when there is danger in
bringing the oil can anywhere near the
gas lights. When neither mistr~ss of
the house nor her servants are good at
lnmp care the skill of the professional
can now be had for a very small surr.. for
each visit.

0

dt\~;'\(~~~.a:;,,~!~e a':J ~f.
neys, are milestones which ma.rk o~r progres.•
on the road to health. '!'hey speedily be~orna
0
l:=.tt~~h":i':.~!li'a~tei%~~i.~~ :a~~rl~t-~;J
expeditiously consumesthe d1stanC6to the desired goal. As no bodily function can suffer
interruption withQut impitiring the the general
health of the system, so the system ca.n nev"r
acquire perfect vigor. health !i synonym., unt1t
that function be ,wtively resumed. 'l'a.k~, for
Instance digestion, a suspension or which Is
invariabh rectified by the Bitters. It the organs upon which it devolves grow weak. blli1i~sb~d. ~~1:i•~y~~d~eJ1ei;t1~~h.:;,,~~1~~
s~~
pervene, which indicate
unm1~tak~lJ.ly
the
baneful ~eneral Influence of dyo;;ieps1a.Tho
disappearance of all these syrnl.'toms through
~t!h~!~tii~!~~tt!.'ih!to,:u;~~h
what t~oro
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Baldness and dandruff can be prevented b:,
the hiil with her, the two s:opped just
The Frontier Pllotogrnpl1er.
lllSlugHall's H:,,ir Renewer.
.
Quinine relieves only temporarily In raver
at a turn in the walk-I
can show you
"Talking about photographers," saicl' a
and ague. Ayer·s Ar.ue Cure cures 1>ermanently
the exact spot, with. a chaperon-and
he young lacly who reclined lazily in one
The girl of to-day ,i.s a busy, useful
A new source of food supply for Great
fell into earnest cliscoursc with her. She of the Rock Island road's luxurious chair
worker. She is generally proficient _in
cars, 'I have be~n out West on a visit to Britain has been opened up by the imwas
as
cool
and
repellent
as
usual.
Just
portation of frozen mutton from the
needlework.
She can not only alter her
my marriecl sister-way
out where there
own dresses, but cut and make those then he heard a party approaching; his isn't much but prairie and wind, you Falklnnd Islands. The first cargo of
30,000 cnrcasscs arrived recently at the
chance
had
come.
The
·moment
the
and her underclothing as well. She has
East·India docks in perfect condition,
know.
Well there's
a photographer
a knack at trimming
her bats and party came in• sight he suddenly kissed there .• I'd like to know where you can and sales of some portion we~e effected
furnishing her wardrobe, and does her her. Everybody saw it. The witnesses go in this country and not find one-- at the rate of ten cent, n ponn<l.
full share at helprng the dressmaker who discreetly turned back. The girl was and he was a good one. Nothing would
!!!omebody' ■ Child,
But the deed was done. Iu
Somobody's child is dying-dying with the
comes to assume charge of the spring indignant.
do my sister but we must go up and flush of hope on bis young face, and somebody's
half
an
hour
the
whole
Springs
would
mother thmking of_ the I hr,c when that dear
and fall sewing. She understands the
have our pictures taken, and so we went face will be hidden where no my ot' hope can
No
various branches of mending and takes know it. She was compromised.
ttr-because there was no cure tor
up. I sat first. He arranged me in the· brighten
consumption. Reader, if the child be your
explanation
could
do
away
with
the
fact
that division of labor off her mother's
chair, an old wooden one, and placed neigbbor's,take.tltis-:comforl.ing: word to the
mother's
heart
before it is too Ja.te. 'l'cll her
that
she
had
been
kissccl
in
Lover's
hands, as well as the care of parlors and
my head in the rest, which was an old that consumption is curable; that men ara
living to-day whom the y1trsicians pronounced
dining-ropms, the arrangement of flowers, Walk. But the girl was game, and that
pitchfork with the sharp ends of the
the supervision of the manners and ap- evening the engagement was announced
~~t:;;\?~a,~\1~1i~~!se~"t;'.'tie~~=!~ :"~~?ct:
tines broken off. Then what do you en
Medical Discovery" has cured hundreds;
Isn't that a pretty
parel of the younger children and some- in the drawing-room.
cod liver oil, hypophosphites, and
suppose the nasty brute did 1 Well, he surpasses
other medicines in curing tbi~ disease. l:iold
times of their studies, too. Let full story l"
fixed his old camera and then took a by drui:r.ists.
-------justice· be clone to the "girl of the
Calico.
huge quid of tobacco out of his mouth,
'fhe statutes of New Jersey now forbid the
period," or rather Jet there be a clear
The calico made years ago, says the threw it against the wall higher than his killing:, wounding or catch.ng of any song
bird at any time_.____
_
comprehension of what shall be really trade journal, Fiber and Faln·ic, would head. and said:
Beautiful
,vomen
represented by that much-abusecl phrase. wear twice ns long without washing as
"Now look right at that, mum; hold
are
made
pallid
1md
un1tttru.ctiveby
functional
It is not fair to take the weakest speci- the modern calico. More substance in still, and look purty. "- Chicago Herald. irregularities,
which Dr. Pierce·s uFavorite
Prescription" will infallibly cure. Thousan<JJ
mens of the sex as types of a class com- actual fiber is what is wanted to regain
One among the many eminent church dl.,-ni- of testimonials, By uruga:ists.
prising earnest workers, with strong con- popularity.
Another reason is the low taries whe have given their public endorseA deposit of flood agate has been.discovered
ceptions of life, its responsibilities and price that wool has ruled at for several ment the wonderful efficacy of St. Jacobs Oil, near Cisco, Utah. It covers a territory three
in case of rheumatism and other painful ail- miles sqtia__rr_._______
_
burdens and a steady purpose to bear years past, enabling our manufacturers
ments, is the Right Rev. Bishop Gilmvur,
Dr. Pierce's "Pflllets"-the original ·'Litt!&
the.m according to the best of their to make woolen dress goods at a very Cleveland, _O_h_io_.
_____
_
Liver Pills'' (sug1tr-coa.ted)-curesick arnt hilThP,original meaning of tbo word Halifax is ious headacl,e, sour stomach a.nd bilious atability.-New
Orleans States.
low figure, and these goods do not re- red
hair. or Colfax black hair, of Fairfax tacks. By druc-gists.
_
quire washing.
Some may think they blond•·hair._______
Novel Employment
tor Women.
Venezuela Jrns been fayoretl with blue and
The
only cough mixture berorc the people rose
Some Philadelphia women have hit absorb just as much dirt without showcolored hailstones.
------that contains no opiates or narcotics is Red
upon something novel in the way of oc- ing it, but they do not. Cotton-warp
Star Cough Cure. Price, twenty-five cents.
cupation, surely. They call themselves,
goods, with combecl wool filling, can
The Iowa Supreme Court has decided. where
land is rented on shares. the tenant is the exor arc called "lampers."
The Ledger now be sold almost as cheap as calico clusive
owner or the entire crop while growthrows light on the lamp matter by the used to be sold for. But let clean wool ing, and the Jandl ord's share of the crops reserved as rent cannot be levied upon by Hotfollowing explanation:
The care of a again run up to a dollar and over, and tachment until tlw rnme is set apart to him.
lamp is a good deal like that of a steam calico woulcl again be more in demand.
The Testimony
of a Physician.
If you can't get uway to take expensive. vacatloa
engine or a baby-it
is not everybody It might be in its new form and under sa;:~c.~:.,:e~!~:;.!ry~~~-s~f h~~o~:::y~~~;a.~ trips
to the seashore or mountains,
you may be
that can attend to it properly and with the more fascinating name of sateen, Cough Balsam, cu.liedDr. William Hall's Ba.I- happyand healthyat home if you follow this adBe out or doors all you possibly can, walking
judgment.
A new occupation is open -which is but the same fabric, with the sam for the lungs, and in almost every case vice:
or riding, and getting a:l tho rresh air possible; take
to women, now that drawing rooms dis- same material and process of printin~
throughout my practice I have had entire sue- Hood's Sarsaparilla. to purHy your blood, regulate
only it is wove on three four or fi;~ (cess. I:have used and prescribed hundreds_of your dlgestini organs, and give you that strcngt.b
play as many as a half a dozen lighted
.
'
'
bottles smca the <lays of my army practice and vigor which will ovE:rcome the depressingcffectt
lamps by night with corresponding care harness, which enables the manufacturer j 1863), when I w:,,s surgeon of Hospital No. 7. ot the hot weather,
"I have taken Hood's ~a:rraparilla
tor dyspepsia
of whicks, chimneys, shades, filling,etc.,
to make what we call a warp of satin • Louisville_I_r,_·.•_•
______
_
nnd as a tonic altcrative, with tht3 most beneficial
by day and when a smoky lamp is not face. Sateen is, in weaving parlance,
Th" purest. sweetest and best Cod Liver on results. I have also us~<l it !or rheulllati~m wltb
good effect. I regard it as one or the vor,· bP.st !am•
only a nuisance but an inelegance.
The "quarter satin." Both these fabrics take lfv~~:.'~~;J~\~e":!,~,~~;;~~edI1r~~J~~~.1i'iJ,t~~,~~
Uy medicines, and "o-1ld not willingly be "ithoul
"lamper" takes this care off of the their name from the method or manner ;~fr!ti1e~ aii~tl~~;!.
~t~s/~~;~s f1~~~ ~;c1cteiJ it."-A. ll. CURRY, Pro,·ldence, R. I.
1
"Being rnn down rrom hard work I tried Hood'•
mistress of the house. She comes each of weaving.
0
1
Satin is wove on sixteen ~!~~ett
1f..~~erdo1hi~.~i~~fo~-k~et. Sarsaparilla and it so built me up that I have contlDmorning, empties out the oil when it ·is harness, with fifteen threads up every
Cha~edhands,11tce,pimplesu.nd1·oughskin ucd its use. I have great faith in it as a blood purl.
. .A... SHITH, Commercial Bulgetting thick, refills, trims the wick time a filling pick is thrown in, while ~:::rdy& c~~~;!\,~~k~·
llilllfo
l,y C11.,;we!l, Iler and regulator."-J
letin Office, Boston, Mass.
mathematically, without even touching
sateen is wove on four harness, usually
Bronchitis Is cured by frequent small doses
Hood's Sarsaparilla
steel to it, rubs the metal, polishes the with three warp threads up every time a of Piso's Cure for Consumption.
5oldby all druggists. $1 : six for $5. Prepnredon?y
shade, and leaves chimneys and all im- filling pick goes in. All observers will

LADIES' J)EPARTllE~T.

A Plea. tor the Glrl ot To-Dll:V•
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Beetle ■

tor llead

Wellr.

"The ladies of Paris," says the St.
Jam.ea' Gazette, "tired of wearing dead
birds, are now spending fabulous sums in
procuring all sorts of creeping thingssuch as spiders, beetles, etc. - with
which to adorn their hair and dresses.
It seems the idea originated with Mme.
Judie, who, during her tour in 'the
Golden South Americas,' wns presented
by a deputation of feminine admirers in
Brazil with a 'brace' or 'pair' or 'couple'
-we are not sure of the technical term
Son1ethin1:
Abent
Uo.tarrh.
Ilrnzilian beetles, or
A rreat many p~ople are atllicted with Ca,. for two insects-of
/ta.rrh who do not know what ails them; and a 'gold bugs;' which, it appears, can be.
tgrea.t many more continue su1Icrors who
trained, and are tethered by thin gold
•might be cured.
Thickening of the membrane which lines the chains to a hair-pin, and are allowed to
,nasal passages, thus making breathing diffi- wander about her head at their own
:cult; a discharge from the nostrils, more or
sweet wills. This idea of ladies adorn;o:
ing themselves with living insects is hard0
head; a constant inclim•tien to spit; and, in ly original. Not to go as far back as the
advanced cases, a dropping of intensely clis- Egyptians and Etruscans, we ourselves
gusting matter int,othe tbrou.t, 1<rca. few of tho
remember seeing in the Brazils a party
prominent symptoms or Catarrh.
Deafness, inflamed eyes,neuralgic pu.ins, sore
of ladies who, having captured a number
throat and a loss of sense of smell, are very of fire-flies, cnclosecl them in long tubes
often caused by Catarrh.
All these troubles are cured by Piso's Reme- of muslin, with which they trimmed the
dy for Catarrh, Reller is had immediately fronts of their dresses. The effect in a
after beginning its use, but it is important that garden after dark was quite as pretty as
it be continued withot'.t intermission until the
cata.rrhal virus is expelled trom the system the electric lights which the 'Iolanthe'
and healthy secretions replace tho diseased fairies wore at the Savoy. If Mme. Juaction of the mucous membrane. Manifestly die's beetles could speak, they would
.it is unreasonable to expect a. cure in a short
time of a disea.scthat has been progressing for probably say, with Pascal, ''Fashion is a
months or years.
tyrant from which nothing frees us." In
This question of time is provided for in the the mean time they are the subject of
putting up of Pioo's Remedy for Catarrh. It Is
so concentr:,,ted that a very small dose is much comment in Paris; for, as Pope
directed. Tho quantity in one package is suf- said in a famous epigram, 'Ladies wills
ficient for a. long treatment, consequently the t.alk of what runs in their head.' "
expense is a mere trifle, and there is no excuse
for neirlec;tnor rea.snn for it but forgc,tfuln!3SS.
A cold m the hciul is relieved by an appllcaTht1 Fatal
Lover's
Walk.
cation of Piso's Remedy for Catiirrh. 'l'he
"I want to warn you about one thing,"
comfort.to be got fron> it In this w,iy is worth
many times the cost.
said Mr. Farquhar; "don't go strolling
The followinJ?letters are specimens of those
off before sunset in the Lover's Walk. It
received every da.y, t.o~tifr-ing to tho worth of
Piso's Remedy for Ca.tarr)1:
•
ALLKGBNY,•Pa
.. Sept, 26,188-'>. is the most dangerous place. It is a fatal
Piso':; Rem"dy for Catarrh is doing wonders place. I suppose every turn in it, every
for me. I believe it •nil cure a.ny CIL~e
of Catree that has a knoll at the foot where
tarrh, ~::~i_aJ5H~s5~
~irE~ii~ond St.
two persons can sit., has witnessed a
. SPRINGHILL, ,v, Va., 0.ct. 20, 1885. tragedy, or, what is worse, a comedy.
1
p~~~i:!1_:1d';, o~~1° l~rt1~;h~wo
/ha.,"\~~~f! There are legends enough about it to fill
pa.cka)l:e,rceeivod in June, gave perfect satisa book. Maybe there is not a Southern
taction.
GILL MESSER.
woman living who has not been engaged
HARTFORD MILLS,N.Y.. Aug. 8, 1885.
I have used a little over half a package or there once at least. I'll tell you a little
Piso's Remedy for Catarrh, and it has helped
story for a warning. Somo years ago
~:v!:1~~~J_har
t"'e~r~~~id:~~e[t'~t
ffe!irf~':.8r!
there was a famous belle here who had
me.
I can and do recommend it to others who the Springs at her feet, and half a dozen
are troubled with that disease.
Rxv. A. D.Al\ION. -determined suitors. One of them, who
------If you have Cutting, Scalding or :5Ungtng had been unable to make the least imsensations in the 11~rts when voiding urinepression on her heart, resolved to win her
Swamp-Root wi,ll quickly relieve and cu1·e.
by a stratagem. Walking one evening on

have noticed that satin will not hold
dust, and will repel all kinds of dirt,
although silk in other weaves, such as
gros-grain, will catch and hold not only
dust but any foreign substance.
Cotton
docs not nave the repelling power of
silk, because it is not so dense or so lustrous, but is a quick absorbent of moisture, and has an equal affinity for dirt.
1'.,aahlon Note••

Violet is much worn with gray.
Frizzled short hair is not good form.
All the grays this fall are to l>c tinged
with green.
Black mantles are worn with every variety of costume.
Leather color can be worn with almost
any combination.
Dude collars for young ladies are
higher than ever.
Butter yellow is a fayorite shade witl
brown this season.
Epaulettes of flowers are sometimes
worn on the left shoulder.
The Russian bang and basket coil are
the new features in coiffures.
Corsage bouquets arc now worn in the
centre of the bosom or waist.
Lace cuffs on children's dresses are
always turned back over the sleeves.
Invisible net, point d'csprit and hairline gauze are used for Yells with bonnets and hats.
Little girls' .parasols are red, blue,
terra-cotta, pink and ecru, are unlined
and very small.
Loose blouse waists are preferred for
little girls' play frocks, whether of wool
or wash goods.
Felt Derby hats are the only rival of
the tiL.'1.e-honoredstiff black bat worn by
lady equestrians.
Mull fichus in blue or gray are knotted
about the throat when dust renders travelin"' troublesome.
White wool ulsters, lined with satin
and trimmed with deep red or brown
velvet, are novelties.
Twine-colored lace is much worn on
cotton materials, especially on Turkey
reds ancl dark blues.
Sapphires and diamonds are well combined in the many clasps, slides and
buckles worn this season.
Some very stylish gray wool ~resses
have been made recently, the embroidery
bein,,. executed with oxidized silver cord.
n:ads are much used for trimming.
Some of them are quite large. For evening dresses they are used rope fashion,
upon sleeves from shoulder to elbow.
l\fantles are made of two colors
..
trimmed with beads of harmomzlllg
shades. These mantles are worn with
toilets which are in keeping and are not
intended for utility purposes.
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by C. L ROOD & CO., Apothecaries,

ALWAYS A FRIEND

1

With what alacrity SANFOno•~ GnmKrt rei;;ponds
to the cry ot distress.
No cramp or pain ha.-. C\.'f.!r
made a demand upon ft for relier or cure that has
not mot with instant rcspaase.
It ts a delict.ous combination or Imported G lngf'r,
Choice Aromatics, and -1''reuch Brandy. totally unllke and vn.stly superior to all other ..ginger:;;,"
1)8,in cures, and nauseating nostrums.
Unripe food, impure water, unhealthy
cHmnto,
nnwholsome
food, !Ialaria,
Epidemic
and Contagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps, Pains.
Indigestion, COlds, Chills, Simple .Fevcrg, Exhnus·,on, Nervousness or Loss or Sleep, that beset the
6raveller or household at this soason, are nothing to
those protected by O:::,A!\70RD's G1~01m.
Avoidcheap and dangerousImitationssaid to be
kthc same," or "a.,.good," or •·cheaper" than

SANFORD'S
by

Sold

l\!l:A.::El.L:::CN"

IN NEED

As a healthful
summer drlnk, with water, milk.
teed water, lemonade, etrervesoent
draughts
and
mineral water, it Is the best,.
It cradfcate!J a cravtu.c for !ntox(oonta in thoso
addicted to their use, allays nervousness,
ft.SSilts
d.lgesti~,
promotes sleep, and builds up tboso ~
duce<!
by disease, debil!tyand dissipation.
Mothers worn out w.lth tho cares or mat.crnfty nr
the household, or WhE-n weak, neM'oUB and hY8terlcal, shouldtake a dose ot tllat del!clousb,vtgorant, SANFORD'S GINOEIL
No other remedy
is so
wholt,some, palatable, and sate tor dcllcate wome.a,
young children, and tbe aged.
Deware or worthless "gingers," offensively urged
by mercenary drua-gist.s, on those who call tor and
desire the genuine
SAlfFORD'S GIKGEIL Insilt upon
havingwhat youare willingto pay tor. Ask: tor

CINCER,
Grocers nod

Drua-a-lst~,

Lowell, Mass.

I oo Doses One Dollar

SANFORD'S

Dclllcro.

The

Dellci0119

CINCER,

Summer

Melliclne.

Magazin

For large or smn.11g11me-n.1l slxea. The 1tronge!t shootin
accurl\cy i:uarant~ed, and (he only nbsolutely safe rifle on t
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Pimples.
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and all Skin Dlsea•e•
and Complexion Bcnutifted by
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Beeson's
Aromatic
Alum
Sulphnr
Soap
Boldby Drugi:!stsor sent by matt on receipt
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Moi-phinc
Hnbit cure<! in 11
to SOdays.Refer to lOOtJ
patients cured
in all parts. Dn. l\IAHSH,Quincy,Mfch

THURSTQV'SPIVE0ARRYLTOQTH
POWDER
.l1

Keeplnir Teeth Perfect and Gum• Healthy,
If YOU
WANT
~~'h-aBel\b~~/ngte~~~
:'ctuJre~
UNMARRIED
yorsons
shOul<I jolo the N. W.
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statistics would show the average reduction to be even less than two-thirds.
This has been brought about by the
Ayer's Hair Vigor keeps the hair soft
A WOMAN'S ALLOWANCE.
stimulation given the manufacturing
inand pliant, imparts to it the lustre and
terests and the inventors, who have infreshness of youth, causes it to grow
A year or two before I was married I we pass her by.
vented and improved methods so largely
luxuriantly, eradicates Dandruff, cures
boarded one winter with a very excellent
That to reason with the angry is like
increasing the output, at reduced cost,that
all scalp diseases, and is the most cleanfamily in a western village. The husband whispering to the deaf.
ly of all hair preparations.
so-called overproduction
is the result.
and father was a good man, but he had
That the best mind cure is'to make up
Meaning that we are not surfeiting the
what his wife called his "touchy points,"
one's mind to be contented.
supply so far as human want is concerned,
and, good and honest man though he was,
That it is as well to starve as to eat a
but so far as our own markets go. But we
some of these "touchy points" were a life- poisonous serpent, and better to live sindid not start out to discuss the tariff and
long source of actual sorrow to his wife, gle and die single than to marry a bad husits results except as it related to the debt
who was a good and faithful wife and band or a bad wife.
of the country.
mother, tidy, thrifty and ever watchful of
Punish your passions, lest they punish
The unexampled growth of this country,
t/1e common interests of the family.
She you.
coupled with the excess of revenue-the
was
economical
to
the
last
degree
and
most
r~~le~~~\a~:a~~,rn-r,;
latter largely the result of the former-has
industrious.
She seemed to me to be a
OMILETs.-6 eggs, 1-2 pint sweet milk,
and color restored to it bv the use uf
heen the mean, of placing at the disposal
_,1,_yer's
Hair Vigor. ""My hair ,ms thin,
model wife. Her husband thought so,too, 2 tablespoons of flour. Beat the eggs light,
of the Government
an enormous sum of
faded, and dry, and fell out iu large
and would have angrily resented ,rny im- put in a pan, set in the stove and let it
quantities.
Ayer's Hair Vigor stopped
mol!ey, which it is deemed bad policy to
the falling, and restored my hair to its
putation to the contrary.
He taught his cook five minutes, stil'nng all the time;
use in the immediate payment of the debt.
original color. As a dressing for the
children to honor and love their mother, then put into the oven and bake 15 minhair, this preparation has no equal. If an individual incurs a.debt, his first conMary N. Hammond, Stillwater, ::\Iinn.
i although failing, as it seemed to me, in utes. Eat hot.
cern, if he be honest, is to pay it or such
manifesti11g love and honor for her himCOR); CusTARD.-Cut
corn from the cob
portion of it as he can at the very earliest
VIGOR,
{~~~~~a~~~ o?~i~tli~i!-:'n~~;
self at all times, but these times were only and mix it-not
too thinly-with
milk. moment which his revenues justify him in
be preserrnd for an inde:inite perio<l hy
the use of Ayer's Hair Vigor. ""''A diswhen his "touchiest point" had been press- Add two or three beaten eggs; pepper and
doing, and it is considered to his credit
ease of the scalp caused my hair to beed upon.
salt to taste. Bake half hour. To be serv- that he make payment, if of but a portion,
come harsh and tlry, an<l to fall ont
One day I accidentally heard the wife ed as a vegetable.
fTeely. Nothing I trie,t seemed to do
before date of its maturity.
In the case of
me any good until I com111enced using
say to her eldeS t daughter,
":\To, dear; I
EGG SAUCE.-To eat with puddings or the Government, if she had no question to
Ayer's Hair Vigor. Three bottles of
this preparation restored my hair to a
cannot a~k your father for money for you dumplings.
Two eggs whipped until they consider but her relation to the creditor,
healthy condition, and it is now soft
a new hat. You know how very touchy are light, stir in r cup of sugar and pour or her own as payer, she might do the
1
1
he is on that point.
I sometimes lie awake
~1st
fr~i ~1~~8r~~/~_\t'.~:s.a~~Jt
half the night trying to devise some meth- on 8 tablespoonfuls
of boiling milk, stir- same; but she must consider the welfare
Foss, Milwaukee, ,vis.
od of scrimpii,g or saving so that I need ring th e egg a nd sugar all th e time. Fla- of her citizens at large, that large element
not say the word 'money' to your father. YOr with any ext,·act that suits the taste. known as the debtor class, the bone and
Sold by Druggists and Perfumers.
~othing hurts him so much as to be asked
RUSKS FOR Prcx1c.-r
lb. of butter, r lb. sinew of the country, as the stump orators
for a little money.
I dread co think of ask- of sugar, r quart new milk; yeast to make love to call them, those whose living i,
PERFECT SAFETY, prompt action, and
ing him for money for a 11
ythi 11
g."
:f-Iow it light.
Stir in enough flour to make as earned by the toil of their hands, and
wonderful curatiYe properties, easily
place A;-er's Pills at the head of the list
many "·ives wJ10 read Goon HOUSEKEEP· thick as bread dough.
\Vhen raised. w~rk whose savings, if any are made, are of a
of popular i-emedies for Sick and Nervl IKG suffer this same injustice and mortifi- into a loaf and let it raise again, then put necessity but small. These can not take
ous Headaches, Constipation, and all ail• cation?
them in pans and let them stand half an advantage of the fluctuations of the money
market, and a change in the relative value
1nents originating in a disordered LiYer.
I was engaged to 3 Irs. Dane at that hour before baking.
0
i~~ time, and I made a solemn vow that she SPLEXDID GINGERBREAD.-! cup of mo- of a dolla,· means much more to them than
are the onlv medicine that has ever
should have a purse of her own and that it lasses, r cup of sugar, r cup of milk, 1-2 to the capitalist, eYen if he be but a small
one.
0
~~linq~~ 1:];'.i~~,-~:/b~~
; 1
should never go empty if I had anything
cup of butter, 5 cups of sifted flour, r taThere is no doubt and no question but
my head from pain.- William L. Paie,
to put in it. \Ve'lrnve now been married blespoonful of ginger, 1-2 teaspoonful of
_Richmon cl, Va.
six years, and I have faithfully adhered to soda. Melt the butter in the molasses and with those who are so blind they won't
Ayer' S Pi 11S,
that resolution.
And there is no "fixed sugar; while warm add the milk, with so- seP., that it was a tacit understanding,even
if not so nominated in the bond, that the
Prepared byDr.,T. C.Ayer &Co.,Lowell,Mase. sum" about it. Household expenses vary da and flour.
Sold by a:l Dealersin Medicine.
at different seasons of the year and under
One tablespoonful of vinegar added is an principal and interest of the bonds,except--------------l various circumstances.
Ten dollars will, improvement,
especially if maple sugar or ing possibly some of the newer ones, was
! perhaps,
co,·er all the expenses one week. syrup is used. Bake in long pie tins. to be paid in gold. That "gold has adand the next may be a "canning"
or a Don't fill the cups of flour more than level, vanced" and it is difficult for the government to secure the amount needed is not
"company" week and several extra dollars or it will be too thick.
true; but grant that it was true, the obliwill be required.
In any case, I resent the
CHILDREN'S CAKE.-One
cup sugar, r
Please to read the following :-It is with idea that my wife is a mere pensioner on cup thick cream, 2 cups flour, r egg, 1-2 gation is just as much greater as the difference in the price of gold is greater than
pleasure we are e~abled. to present to the my bounty; I reject the imputation
that
teaspoonful soda, r-2 teaspoonful cream of
Farmers and Agncultunsts
of the country she has not common sense enough to know
when the contract was entered into. If
tartar; flavor of any kind; orange peel pregold is lower, which is the fact at present,
th_e v~lue of money and dare not _betrust~d ferred.
then it is that much easier to obtain, and
111
1 ·with 1t. I am not a '·woman's righter,'
SWEET
PICKLED
APPLEs.-One
gallon
the Government
has not even this lame
All the ingredients used in these Pow-. the popular sense of the term, but I thank
of vinegar, four pounds of sugar, one ta- excuse to lean upon.
0
~=:·~a~~: ~: 1
to recog0 ;. d~~Iea~~~s~'\:~nu~~ the Lord that I am man enough
blespoonful of ground cloves. Tie the cinAn
outgrowth
of
the bonded loan issues,
healthy animals; and when given, mixed nize the fact that my ,Yife, as my wife 2.nd
namon and cloves up into a cloth and put is the nat10nal banking system now so
with feed, in proper doses to a perfectly the mother of my children, has riahts,
into our commercial
healthy an(ma), will improv~ its dige_~ion l money-spending
rights, that I hav: no into the vinegar and sugar, with apples of closely interwoven
strengthen mg its whole physical cond1t10n.
sufficient quality to be "·ell covered; cook fabric-so
closely that nearly all of the
Low spirited hor;es, caused by founder, b~smess mterfenn~
~v,th. Every good until just done.
business capital of the country
passes
o".er-heating, fatigue, etc., ~h~n the horse Iwife should have this nght as a royal marthrough them to and from its sources of
will not fattert, when the hair 1s rough and i riage prerogative.
I regard Mrs. Dane as
food _seems to do no ~ood, a tabl~spoonful an equal partner in the contract under HOW SHALL WE PAY THE BONDS.
supply and demand, until the circulation
of th1s powder mormng and evenrng, mix.
.
back and forth may well be likened to the
circulation of the blood in the human sysr!;~~e:::~o!•a:i~~
~r:~ai~
i :::1:h p:=fi~::en~e~~::sa
:;~;/or ;::;.e'~:
is I~ i~::i;~~tt:!t~;.t
a;:~~io~:~e!~~~
tem. It is almost the vital current of life
ad;:Jf1hneg/oermry11mlaufcrho.
mtowhh,;1·cflhesthh.ese
owders I one money drawer to which_ we_bot_h have
1,
p
If
however, on the size and condition of the in the commercial body. Now, a call for
are made, have been used by two of the; ree ~ccess. : h_avenot :he_ rnclmati~n nor debt, as related to the resources of the
the redemption of any very large proporleading Horse-men of Maine for the past the nght to lnmt my wife rn her daily excountry, and the way it is manipulated by tion of the bonC:ed debt simply means an
fifteen years. These men have a practi-, penditures so long as those expenditures
the officers who are placed at the responsienormous contraction of the currency and
cal knowl:d,ge of their bus_iness, and of· are within reason. Most wives and mothers
1 1
ble posts where their interpretation
of the the ultimate, if not immediate, destruction
:nhda~~t~ft~::~~~~l\cie~~t
;~ ;ete~ t~~~~~ honestly earn all they spend. A woman
law, or in the case of law making officials, of the banking system.
The result which
?ients in its compound, a portion ofwhi_ch who does her duty as a wife and mother
I
such a
1~ enu_merated upon each package, with earns more than money can pay for. It their ideas or interests in making Jaws re- the mind pictures in contemplating
1
lating to the debt.
blow is most appalling, and one at which
1~ 1:sc~~:e u;0e; W~~:: f;wJ~~ss~:~ an must be very humiliating to a woman to
The presumption is that it is the inten- the financial agents of the United States
The proprietor of these Powders has have to humbly and tremblingly ask her
compounded and sold them to the leading husband for the money she must have fo1 tion of the debt maker, at some future may well stand in awe. No financial panor otherwise, to discharge
ic which has ever overtaken
a civilized
Farmers and Farriers in K_enne~ec county her actual daily expenses.
Any sensitive time,designated
f~r~h~ past five 1~art
~i st s will be fur- womanly woman must feel it something of the obligation.
country would be at all comparable to the
111
1
This
involves
a
careful
revision
of
the
enormous injury this would work.
;1!as~pt~n a~~p n i~i~~.nthat each package a degradation to have to thus ask, or even
Still, the debt must be paid, and that as
contains OVER TWO POUNDS •o( ..PQwders, coax, for money given grudgingly
and revenue producing tariffs, unless they are
already amply large to provide for the pay- speedily as we may. Ilut how? how is the
wl:,ile those offered b.r. otq_~ partte~ <;pn- complainingly at last.
tarn only from one-fourth-·to·. one-half
I knew of a woman who said once that ment of the debt, and this means simply debt to be speedily paid-so
far as t>ur revpound.
Price of Dirigo Horse an_d:Cattle
this great financial disPowders, so Cents. Manufactureµ by
the only way she could get money from additional taxation in some form or other. enues justify-and
' CHARLES B. STUART & CO.,
her husband for other than her actual If the burden of the tax can be put upon aster to be avoided?
articles of luxury, if, in fact, the whole of
,
.
South China, Me.
household expenses, was by "watching
As it seems to us now, there is but one
A responsible agent is w:arited in every her chance" and slyly extracting bills from it can be so placed, it is put where it is way to meet the case, and the situation
1
town i~ New England.
Write for whole- his purse when he was asleep or his coat least onerous upon the people, and where m'ay as well be faced first as last. No new
rnle pnces.
4t 3r
was off. Imagine a wife forced into such the greatest revenue can be collected with national banks should be licensed under
the least machinery.
Such simplification
the present plans, no expiring
licenses
~
a degrading act as that!
Women are often
compelled to practice mean, niggardly, of course making the necessity that much should be renewed, and the Government
less
for
greater
levies.
TIME-TABL!f.-In Effect July 12, '86,
cruel economy in order to make their exshould issue her own currency-silver
and
When the United States Government
GO ING SOUTH.
GOING NORTH.
penses come within the limit fixed by ingold-coinage
should be free, and thus the
Lve, A: M.-MxD
MAIL
Lve,
-o.1xn MAIL I exorable husbands, who would furiously found herself so placed that she must be- circulating
medium would
remain the
Gilbertville,
19 00
P. M.A. M I resent any interference
with their own ex- come a borrower for a sum very la1·gely in same, be practically undisturbed, the busiCanton,
4 15 9 10 Boston,
7 oo .
excess of any revenue she had ever collect- ness not suffer as it is sure to do if any
*Fuller Road,
A."·
P. M.
pend1tures.
~:;·:~:~~ner, :
~~
~ ~~ I believe that this simple question of the ed, or contemplated, she simply did what large payment of bonds occurs and con0a~.G}'· 1~
*Warren R'd,
I
Mechanic F'ls 10 45 3 15 wife's allowance has wrecked the happiness all borrowers are compelled to do-make
traction follows.
Buckfield,
5 20' 9 <f8West Minot, 11 05 3 27
*PackardR'd,
*Bearce R'd,
of many a household.
Men are so often the best terms she possibly could with the
So long as the money received from na8
lenders,
and
proceeded
to
rearrange
her
!:;;:~:t?J','5 35!9 5 ;'p~~J!;J~!d,
':.~~3 37 blind and unfeeling and unreasonable in
tional revenues is not hoarded
in the
1
1
revenue
system
to
meet
the
necessities
of
West l\f~~r~~e.5 5010 JO .f,v~~~:~dR'd, 2 15 3 52 this matter.
And of course there are
Treasury vaults, just so long the national
MechanicF'ls 6 15IO 24 East Smnner, 12 35 4 o6 women who must have a tight rein kept the situation.
debt is a blessing, because every dollar
Lewi st0n,
7 12 1~'.
!~~f[;:'i\.oad, 12 5° 4 13 upon them because of their tendency to • These additions to our revenue collec- held in bonds is a loan from the capitalist
Portland,
S 2512 05 Canton,
1 IO 4 28 wilful and woful extravagance.
There is, tions, known as the war tariff, produced to the people-it
is an inflation of the cirthe.greatest revenue ever so received by a
Boston,
r;
5 , Gilberk111!:e.
4 ~ I fear, little chance for happiness in a home
culating medium to the extent of the loan,
*Trains stop only on signal.
having such a mistress over it. But the nat10nal government up to that time. They or nearly so.
inSTAGE CONNECTIONS.
majority of women can safely be trusted. served to stimulate our manufacturing
Should the Government
determine
to
AT WESTMrnoT.-Daily,with mail train,for He Let the husbands of wives thus worthy dustries to such an extent that we were pay the entire debt, all those millions
s?on
measurably
independent
of
importabr:: A;:dce;,1/x~~~~~~i!~~' with mail train, for trust the1n and this trust will not often be
would be, for a long time, practically withtions, and the country sprang to an emiChase's Mills 4 miles, Turner 6 miles, No. Buck- abused.
drawn from circulation, and the loss would
3
nent position among the producing nations
fie1T C:~:~:~n':i~;~
~v~~~:n:ium!!:~~, for East
My own personal experience has been
fall with fearful weight upon the working
Peru 5 miles, vVest Peru 10 miles,Dixfield 10 miles, that money is safer with women than with of the world. This wonderful success of people of the country.
There is no comcourse led to overproduction in mo~t lines,
~~c;[f~s:t~~lisds~nui'/:e~~IJo~~~f
:;,t;~e~i~~~bAl
men.
Most
women
can
beat
a
man
'·all
putation which can determine the effect it
0
so for Brltiun's Mills, Livermore, 5 miles.
to pieces" making a bargain, and the mar- because of the great profits assm·ed by the might have upon the destiny of the nation.
AT GrLBERTV~LE,-:-Daily~ with mail train, for
ketmen and grocers seldom get ahead of large import duties. To this tariff may we
We are but following in the footsteps of
Canton Point 1 1-4 miles,
them, whereas most men are careless pur- give the credit for the great reductions
L. L. LINCOLN, SuPT.
England with our war debt; that is, it is
which
have
been
made
in
the
cost
of
manchasers.-Zenas
Dane, in Good Househaving the same effect, to a degree, that
ufacture of most of the articles which enkeeping.
the debt incurred on account of the Napoter so largely into the common every day leonic war did there.
'\iVe are in want of a. few more first-class men to
canvas for the sale of choice varieties of Nursery
The best medical authorities
acknowl- life of even the poorest American citizen
Stock. To men who can make a success of the
T~e capital in the hands of the people
edge the value of Ayer's Pills,and prescribe until to-day we are actually using thes~
0
was mcrea~ed sevenfold, and tt was this
~;1s;roe;~l;~1~.caweala~~ !!~~a~~~!
them with the utmost confidence, as the
ialties, both in the fruit and ornamental line, which most effectual remedy for diseases caused products at an average cost of about two- enormous rncrease in ready capital which
thirds of the prices which prevailed before made England what she is to-day, the
by derangements of the stomach, liver,and
~~~:"';do nKii'~d;Ro'i~tJ;~~'¾'~;~!~~,;!~~rengreatest manufacturing
nation on the
bowels.
the adoption of that tariff. Perhaps exact globe.-Soutken,
6t29
Rochester, N. Y.
Trade Gazette.
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Vigor,

Remember

IT IS WELL TO REMEMBER

That too much importance is self-importance.
That happiness is often at our side while

the best place to get your 5c Print» is

;At the BrickStore,
wh'ere you will fincl a large stock of

DRY
&FANCY
GOODS.
Big drive on Gent's Canvas B. B.
Boots at 85 cts.
Boys' ditto, 75 cts.
Gent's Serge Prince Albert, 85 cts.
Gent's Dress Lace Button and Congre~s, $1.75, $2.00 ana $2.50.
L·trge stock of those warranted
Kids at $.2, and many other grades.
Also the

--AND--

30 cent lUolasscs.
You can hardly keep house without
it. You will always find a foll line,
and sole! at Rock Bottom, at the

CANTON,

lsLAND

ME.
-----

HoME

Stock Farm

Crosse lie, Wayne Co., Mich.·
SA.V AGE & FARNUM, PROPRIETOBS.

H!J~~~~'
1;i A.y~~~:\!~f!\~~

;~!~i~~~!

FARMERS,

STOCK
BREEDERS
&FARRIERS.

The
Iliri[O
Horse
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Powoers.
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.
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Patrocle No. 2620 (1167).

-IMPORTED-

Horses.

Perchero:n

All stock selected from the g-ctof sires and dams
of established reo'.l tation and registered in the
French and A meric:u.1 stud books.

ISLAND

HOME

Is beautifully- sittrn'.ed at t!,e head of GROSSI<ILK

~~ !~~e?sT~~~ith:i~:~it•t~~~l ~~~s ~?:J~bi~f
C~i:;!

not famili:tr wit.1. the location mny call at city office,

fhe~~t the ~~~;n
t\.ddress, SAVAGI! &
1

Se~
~'}~"';'c;;;,f;;u::ll
fr";,~cb;'t:J:
FARNUM,

Detroit.

Mich.

LOANS.
4 percent. 1 percent.

,LIFELOANS.:
On any kind of security and good
promissory notes.

1

\

U. S. Government Bonds.
Foreign Redemption Bonds
sold on monthly payments.
Large
premiums for small investors.
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
everywhere.
:...iberal inducements.
Address for full particulars,
G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
42 Broadway,
New York.

f~~!f
i

kfi
1~RR
8u . .
floruFaIIS&BUC
Rnm

~gi [~~;i~;

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspaper
Advertising
10 Spruce
St., Nevv
Send
10cts.
for 100-Page

Honest

i~

I

~l

1:')

Salesmen

eHfflWWJPPiffi'XIDit!'M'21DM

Wanted.

:~1f1~:~c:t:;:i

~8

Bureau,
York.
Pamphlet.

Goods at Honest Prices.

Jr~ J~Nl!JS

~

C~8~

LIV~lRlUORE
would announce to th-, eitizensofBrittun's
i.\1ills an<l vicrnity that they have in stock
a full line of

Dry Goods, Groceries,
Patent Medicines
and Fancy

Goods, Cheap for

Cash.

Country Produce taken in exchange for
goods, at market prices.
One price to all
persons, under the same circumstances.
Please call and ask prices.
3-38

.I

Bass is happy. The ferrys
(¢anfott,{ltltl}!hon~.areAlderman
to be re-investigated.
But we think

int~ is

e,
ck

of

s.
. B.

5 cts.
5 cts.
Con·anted

ades.

~
thout

line,

e

,J. A

he will be wiser, if not better, at the close.
-:(-):-: ~-ome of o: 1r sedate and conscie~tious
PUTILISHED
THURSDAYS
AT
• f: citizens_-! wtll not term them polit1c1ans
: 0 r I_rnight be misunderstood-are
claiming to_be shocked at the attitude which
Governor Long's Senatorial candidacy has
assumed. The natural order of things
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES,
oughtn't to shock the wise. But alas!
One copy, one year, - $1.50.
"there are none so blind,'' etc.
Mr. D. _Wadsworth Capen quite recently
If paid one year in advance, $1.25.
was marned to a South Boston lady.where
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
they now reside temporarily.
They soon
~No
paper di~continued
until all ar- arc to e~ter upon keeping house. All who
~~~r;!~t:)~~rid,
except at the option of know h11n can congratulate him upon his
good fortune.
Mr. Joseph L. McLaughlin passed his
. Papers pr~mptly _discontinued at expirat101~of the t11ne paid for when so ordered•
~ac~tion_ wit~ his sister, Mrs. Benjamin
otherwi~e they will be continued.
' Smith, 111 Sanbornton,
N. II., during
which time he was unfortunate enough to
ADVERTISING
RATES.
fracture two ribs, by a fall.
DAMEFASl!ION SAYS:Collars are fastened at the side.
Blue, "·bite and red are the correct colors for bathing suits.
Costumes are furni,hed with three vests
of the material, pique and nankin, on~
each.
. IlUSINESSNOTICE~ in reading column and read
A profusion of flowers is permissible on
1 ng t_Ypc,5 cents per line for first insertion and 4 cts
per line for each subsequent insertion.
all bonnets and round hats; placed at the
Rricf announcements of Birth:::, Deaths and l\far- back, it should
well-ni"'h
overtop the
0
riag-cs are inserted free,
but Obituary
Lines or
crown.
Resolutions
of respect to the memory~of departed
members of any so<:icty will be charged for at the
The "file-zephyr" is a new red.
rate of 5 cents per line. Brief, historical
sketches
1 1
~,~i~h\.fec~~~~e~u~~';:;~snt
~~JJ;,7ri~ia~!a~~
c~~~ The Hubbard gown proper is no morecharg-ed for, but solicited when the subject has hcen somebody send the news to the lady across
well known in this vicinity.
the way.
The bride's hand is to receive a delicate
NEWSPAPERDECISIONS,
kiss from the. lips of the bridegroom, at
r. Any person wh? takes a paJ!er rcgnlarh· from the close of the ceremony.
(Don't forget
~!?i~e~~~\-;;'r,~:t~,~bs~~ib~:f~/~oi~l~ r~~p~';,~\tf;•r~~it.)
the payment,
A furor in pin-cushions is in order-on•
z. If a person orders his paper discontinued he ly have them pretty; hand painted;
fruit

~~J~r~~

must pay-all arreareages, or the publisher mav con.
tinne to send it until payment is made, and collect
~~! ~~~~e 0 0 1tt, whe th er th e paper is taken from

soever preached.
Ministers of all denominations found a cordial welcome at his
home.
. He was baptized by Elder John Haynes
into the North Livermore church, Feb. 2 .
1816. He was dismissed to Hartford church
/Jan. 9, 1830, and came, when that was disI banding, to unite at Canton in 1846. This
church was few in numbers, but he loved
it for the l\Iaster's sake, and up to the last
of life was always glad and sure to inquire
after its best interests.
Ilis experience in
clearing hard wood forests gave him an iilustration which many years ago he used
in one of the Oxford ~1arterly
Meetings.
Not a few remember his "rock maple
Christian~"-good
to "give out heat" and
"to keep the spark alive."
Ile was the last of his father's family, a
sister, Mrs. Dr. Jacob Te,rksbnry of Ox·
ford, having died in 1859. Three.children,
two sons and one daughter, survive hi~ 1 .
One of the sons, Samuel, and wife-an
Alden in direct line of descent from John
Alden of Puritan stock-now
occupy the
home.
Dea. Nelson's intellect was clear and
sound to the last, his sight and hearing
unimpaired, his faith in Christ strong,and
altho~gh he often seemed to fear the strug•
gle wit~ death !1e foun_d none, for he fell
asleep like a chtl,J. II1s funeral occurred
Sabbath afternoon, July II th, conducted
by his pastor, Rev. W. H. S. Ventres,who
spoke from Rev. 14: 13-"Write
blessed
are the dead who die in the Lord: yea,
saith the Spirit, that they may rest from
their labors, and their works do follow
them."
The choir from Li,·ermore kindly
assisted in the service with excellent music. His silvery locks, as he lay in the
casket, n•called the poet's words:
"'Ninety years,' was graved on sih·er,
'Ninety) ears,' the ·wheat sheaf said;
'Ninety years,' we read with revere·nce
As we gazed upon the dead.

't~

Thursday,
Ail[l!St
26,1886.
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2,100.
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Etc.
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_BOSTON,Aug. 19, 1886.
In referring to the farmers' individual
property, prerogative in real estate, in our
communication of the 4th inst., we used
the term "fee simple" to express the character of those rights; which relentless type
-more our fault we have no doubt than
that of the compositors-expressed
or denoted as "few simple,'' and we desire to
apologize for all concerned, to the kings
and queens who read the TELEPHO)IE,who
hold landed estate in such right, for thus
inadvertantly and unintentionally referring
to their inviolable possessions as being
few or simple, or, as the two words combined forming a term more objectional
still, idiomatically, in such connection conveys. How easy it is for an error to occur, how desperately difficult it is to set it
right.
I suppose that every l\faine voter has
studiously read Mr. Bodwell's letter of ac·
ceptance, and passed judgment
on the
same ere this. There is evidence in it of
an honest desire to be Governor of Maine,
which of itself is commendable.
As a dee·
laration of principle it is an able and acceptable document.
Its treatment of the
temperance question will not quite satisfy
most prohibitionists,
but that is not detrimental to the quality of party candidature,
because prohibitionists
are very difficult to
please, logically.
Nothing less than direct
committals,
and pledges founded upon
consistent principle, will suit or pass. The
one expression
which to-day is heard
throughout the length and breadth of our
land, that contains all that is involved in
the political issues that are vital and next
to be met, is, "the saloon must go;" not
only by the law, but practically in the en·
forcement of it. And I trust every prohi·
bitionist will throw his vote along that
line of policy which shall effect this, as a
final and desired result, irrespective of all
party affiliations.
We want a basis of
principle which is current in Maine and
Ohio alike; nothing less broad and stable
will effect our purpose.
As through the
abolition of slavery we passed to the union
of sections and sentiment, so through prohibiting the use of alcohol in social affairs
must we pass to the adjustment of all those
questions involved in our industrial, com·
mercial and moral relations.
Thus, the
depth and breadth of this issue we may attempt to imagine; its length is nearly inconceivable.
The minds that can comprehend it are those for which our suffering
humanity
awaits the development.
So
let us be careful and make no· mistakes.

SHOMER.
A PILGRIM

ARRIVED

AT HOME.

Dea. Alexander Nelson, who died at
Livermore July 9th, was born in Paris on
the 13th of June, 1795. His childhood and
youth were spent in Oxford, whither his
parents removed soon after his birth.
At
the age of nineteen he came to South Livermore, a teacher of youth. He taught
two terms at South, and one at North Livennore.
His preparation for teaching he
got at Hebron.
It was in the days of
Father Tripp, and when his sons were
school-mates.
One morning on the black.
board were found these lines:
"To be a pedagogue in full.
I'd take a trip to Hebron School;"
showing the high value that then was
placed on the excellent training of this
most useful seat of learning.
She has
more than held her own as an educator of
youth.
Mr. Nelson playfully put below
the lines found on the board the changed
lines:
"To get a pedagogue in full,
I'd take a Trijj> from Hebron School."

The schools at North and South Livermore then numbered about sixty in at·
tendance.
\Vhether in his rambles for exercise or
on his visits to his pupil's home, we can·
not tell, but he soon selected and bought
of his cousin Seth, the father of Rev. A. J.
Nelson, a tract of land on which since then
has been situated his home. A few trees
had been felled there in 1814, so as we
looked about his home on the pleasant aft•
ernoon of his funeral, and from the spot
close to the garden selected as a resting
place for his and kindred dust, we could
but feel, as the mind bridged the chasm,
these cleared fields of pasturage and grain,
of orchard and garden, and these goodly
buildings are truly his monument.
Here
he sought a home, and he was successful
in making one both pleasant and substan·
tial. Not less indicative of this was the
goodly granite structure clad in vines, and
commanding
a lo,·ely view 'of constant
beauty towards the southeast, than the
generous hospitality and the home-like
comforts and friendly welcome that always
from within greeted the friend and stran•
ger. From both personal experience and
the warmest testimonies of many who have
shared its cheerful welcome, we know that
few houses called "home" have in them
more of the real elements of that :neant by
the sweet word "home"-a
Christian
home.
In this landscape view rises the prett_v
church spire from the neighboring village;
and this recalled the remark, more than
once heard, "that when in his prime of
life, he was in a certain ·important sense
the life of not only the church of which he
BRIEFLETS.
Enormous war preparations
are going was for forty years a member in Canton,
but also of one in the village that nestled
on in Russia, says a foreign correspondent.
The tendency in foreign mission fields so quietly by the side of the lake in the
valley."
is to impose self-support upon the stations.
He loved the gospel and at one time in
Col. Fred Grant says, "when every dol·
lar lost through my advice is re,tored to life loved to preach it. Although clear
and strong in denominational views, he
its rightful owner I shall be satisfied."
rejoiced in Christ and his truth by whom•
This is clear cut, true American blue.

and Chiidren.

"Cutorfaissowelladaptedt.ochildrenthat
Castorfa cures Colle, Constipation,
[ recommend it as superior to any prescription Sour Stomach, Diarrhrea, Eructation,
di
lmowuiome."
H. A. Aacmm, M.D.,
Kills W~~s, gives sleep, and promotes Jll So. <nford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
injurious medication.
TBIICK!!T.a.tra Collll'ANY,
182Fult.on Street, N. Y.
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design on its own foliage; exquisite color
shading; the apricot, tomato and apple0
3. The Courts have decided that rcfusmg to take yellow, crimson a nd green velvet is th e "Children's
care his steps have guarded,
newspapers and periodicals
from the postoffice, or material.
Deeds of love his pathway blessed,
removinK and leaving them uncaJled for, is prima
T"1ll h I 1•d •d th·
t 1
/acu evidence of fraud,
During the last two months the defalca•
Fo/th:
R:!; 1; w~t~~~~ acall Rest.,,
tions inBostonam't
to $r,0+3,46o; while
the public drunks ha,·e been no less than
V.

I

for Infants

These pills were a wonderful discovery. No others like them in the world. Will positively cure
or relieve all manner of disease. The information around each box is worth ten times the cost of a
boxofpills.
out
sience.
box will
about them, Find
and you
do moreOne
to purify
the
will always be thankbloodand cure chronful. One pill a dose.
ic ill health than $5
Parsons'Pills contain
worth of any other
nothing harmful, are
remedy yet discoveasy to take, and
ered. If people could
cause no inconvenbe made to realize
the marvelou~ power of these pills, they would walk 100 miles to get a box if they could not be h_ad
without. Sent by mail for 25 cents in stamps. Illustrated pamphlet free, postpaid. Send for It;

Mike~·NeWo•a1Ch

Advocate.

The process of progressive

refrigeration

which within a comparatively short time
has rendered uninhabitable
a considerable
portion of the earth's surface, including
Greenland, Iceland, Labrador and northern Siberia, may well be regarded as
alarming, not merely by reason of the fact
that the human dwellers upon the terres·
trial globe are being pushed rapidly south·
ward-several
degrees of latitude having
been surrendered to the arctic cold in the
present century'-but
also because of the
enormous accumulation of ice at the No1·th
Pole, to which the climatic alterations are
supposed to be due. No corresponding
accumulation seems to have taken place at
the South Pole, and, if this sort of thing
goes on indefinitely, the oblate spheroid
which we call the earth must be thrown
out of equilibrium,
to restore which a
change of axis will be necessary.
This
would, presumably, involve the shifting of
the frozen mass to a point a few thousand
miles nearer the equator, a movement
which would be likely to occasion much
discomfort and annoyance.
Possibly it may not be unreasonable to
suppose that the periodical glacial epochs,
for which scientific investigators have oeen
unable satisfactorily
to account, may be
due to such changes in the earth's axis,
occurring at intervals many thousands of
years apart.
\,Vith every displacement of
this sort, which would, in all probability,
be accomplished quite gradually, the poles
would necessarily shift and the ice surrounding them would overflow other por·
tions of the surface of the globe. Geographical alterations on an enormom scale
would follow, as a matter of course, such
as have left their traces on the North Am·
erican continent, with climatic changes
that would aftect in various ways the inhabitants of the world. It may he, per·
haps, that every part of the earth's crnst
has been at some time, since the creation,
the locus of one or the other of the poles,
and the region which is covered at the
present time by the ice floes of the north
mav once have been a fertile and populous
cot;ntry.
It is to be hoped, at any rate,
that when the next shift does occur Boston
will not find herself within the Arctic cir·

cle.-Boston

Herald.

C. H. Lucas wishPs to inform
an.vthing in his line at Bost.on prke3,
him,elf for gflods in tlte Watch and
better prices than ever. Just cousider

the public that he is prepared
to fnrnislt
as he exchanges goods manufactured
by
Jewelry
line. which enables I,im to gin"
some of our prices.

We will sell Wm. Ellery 11 je11-elled key winding \\latches, 3-ounce silver case.
for $12.00.
Broadway 7 jewelled in silver case, for ss:OO-nickel case $6.50. Ku.
7 Elgin. 7 jewels, in nickel case for $6.50, in Rilver case $8.00.
Xo. 13 Elgin. i11 3ounce silve1· case for $12.00.
Rockford. Hampden,
and Illinois Watch Co. ·s at
proportiom1tPly low prices.
Knights of Labor Pins from 35 cents to $2.00.
We
also have a fine line of Knives. Forks and :::ipoo11sat the following prices:
KNIVES-Rogers'
Best. $-!.00; 2LI. $3.50. ShetBeld. $2.00; Standard
Silver
Plate Co .. $2.50.
FOl1KS-Rogers'
A 1. $6.00; Wallace Brothers', $!.00; Standard
Sih,er Plate
Co .. :';.50.
t
SPOO'.\'S-Tea.
$3.00 per dozPn; Desert, $1.00 per pair; Table. $1.15 per pair.
J\la.,onic. Odd Felio,\'. and all other emblems at low prices for cash.
We have
:i foll line of Clrnins. Charms, Bar pins. Pins and Drops, either
in plate, crape. jet.
sto11P or solid gold.
•
A11ything we do not have i11stock we can furni8h at short notice.

Fine

T--VatclzRepairing
in all its b,-anches, also Sewing· jlfachme
1lfodels built at short notice, and all kinds small ilfachine
1'Vork done z'n a workmanlike
manner.

and

Charles H. Lucas,
Opposite the Depot,

Canton, Me.

Jl.1!J' MARVELOUS

BOOKS

~

PR.ICES.

FOR THE

MILLION

Complete Novels and Other Works, by Famous Authors, Almost Given Away!

The following books a.re publi~hcd in ncnt pamphlet form, many of them handsomely
lllufltrated,
a.utl &ll are printed
rrom ~ood type upon a:ood pupcr.
They treator u. greatv1uier.y
orsubjt.-cu. and we t.hiok no out: c:i.u exaruine the
listwithoutttndingthereinma11y thatheor shewouldliketopoaseu.In cloth-bound
rorwthesebookswouldcost.Sl·OO

ea.ch.Eachbooki:; complete
iu itself.

1. The Widow
Ue(lott
J:>noer1'. Thisill the book
over which your griindmother:. laughed till \bey cried, •0.d
it is ju<1t as funny to•da.r :u over.

18. At&•e World'•
Merey.
A Novel. By Florence
Warden,
auUlor
or••TheHouseontheMa.rsh."
etc.
lT. )Uldred Tre•anlo••
A Novel. By" The Duch•
auLb«or" Melly Ba•n,"ec.c.
tirel.'fnew workuponthiJ eubject,eon1.ah1ing
eaa1and /~·c'!t~kB!:k~,:• A. Novel.by HughCooway,
author
pr:icticaliustructiousfor making fancybaakei.a,
wall 0
pockets,
brackets,noeJ.\e
work,ewbroidory,
et.c., eto.,pro• 19. The Jlyetery
of the Dolly Tree.
A No...et.
By the an.t.b.oc
or ·•DoraThorne."
fuselvand elegantly
illu!!ltrated.
3. Grimm's
J.e-.ulry Storie& f"or the Yoanar.
The 20. Shadow• on the 8110w. A Novel.BvB. L. Far•
authoror" Bread-and•Cbeeae-a.nd•Kbses;"
etc.
fl nestcollection
orfairystoriese'ferpublished.Tbechild- jeo11,
renwll\ bedelighted
witbthem.
21. The Gray Woman.
A Novel.ByMca.
Gaskell,
e;c.
,. The Lady ot the Lnkc. By Str WalterScott. authoror " MaryBarton,"
u TheLady
or theLake"is a romance
tn nne, andofall
22. Tho Froaen
Deep.
A No"rel. ByWilkie
Collin ■,
Uiework,orSoottnoneis ffil)re
beautiful
thanthis.
au,horor" TheWoman
in White,"etc.
5. Manual ofEtlq_uctte
forLadle•andGentlemen,
a
23. He4 Court
Farm.
A No,·el. By Mrs.Henry
or" RM, L1nne,"etc.
guidet0 politone.11
and goodbreeding:,
glvlng the ru.lea or ll"oGd. author
modern
etiquette
for allocca!llons.
T:!;o!~-Oupld'aNet.
A Novel.Bythe.Authorof"Dora
6. The Standard
Lt•tter
Writer
forLadlesan4.
Oeo.tlernen,
a complete
guideto corre1pondenoe,
ghing 25. Baok to the Old Home. A Novel.By MaryCecil
plain directions
for the composition
or lettersor ever1 Bay,authorof"HiddeoPerlls:·etc.
kio.d,
withinnumerable
formsandexamp~s.
26. John
Bowerbank'111 Wife.
A Novel.By Mis ■
autboror••JohnHaliraxGentleman,"
etc.
7. Winter EYenlnar Jtecreatlona,
a largecollectionlfulock.
or ActJng
Charades,
Tableaux,
Gam~s,
Puzzles,etc., for n. Lady Gwendoline'•
Dream.
A Novel.By th•
etc.
Hcial gatherings,priva.1.e
1beatrlca.l1
and ennia1 ■ at authoror" DoraThorne,"
home,
illustrated.
28. Ja,per
Dane'• Secret. A Novel.By Miu lf. L
authorof"A ■ rora Flo1d,"etc.
8. Dlaloarues, Recitation•
and Readtaars. a large Braddon,
andchoicecollection
forschool
exhibhiona
and publioand 29. Leoline. .A. Novel.Br II AryCecilHay,authorot
"BrendaYorke."ete.
privateentertainments.
30.GabPlel'1 Marrfase. A Novel.By WilkieCollins,
9. PaPlor Mnelc and Chemlcnl
ExpePlment1,
etc.
a book
which tells howto perform
hundreds
of amusing:authorof"NoName,'"
tricksin mr.gio andinstructiveexperimenu
with1imple 31. Da•ld Hunt. J.. Novel.By lira. AnnS. Stephens,
authorof·•Fashion.
a.ndFamine."etc.
agents.
32. Heaplnll'
tho Whirlwind.
A Novel. By Mary
10. The Rome Cook Book and Famtly Physl•
Money,•·
etc.
elan, containing
hundredsor excelleni;
cookingrecipe• CecilHay,authoror "Old Middleton's
andhiniato housekeepers,
a.lsotellingbowt.o cureall com• 33. Dudley Carleon.
A Novel.ByMiu ll. K.Brad•
1
don.authoror" LadyAudley'sSecret,"etc.
m~- a~n:::e~!
~:tc~.~~=~:i!
eFar A way Land•,
34.. E&&lca; oa THs ll"YSTRRY o• THI: H•ADL.t.NDS.
A
Pierce,authoror"TbeBirthllark."ete.
a veryinteresting
andinstructive
b&ak
of travels,descrl'Q•Novel.By F.tlaW.
!ng the peculiarlife,habits, mannersand
customs
or the 35. A Golden Dawn. A Novel. By tbe authorot
"DoraThorne."~tc.
people or foreign
countries;
illustrated.
Fate.
A Novel. By Mrs. Alexander,
12. Sixteen Complete 8torfel' by Popular.Authon, 36. Vnlerlc'1
etc.
embracing
love,humorous
anddetective
stories,1torle1
ot authoror ·'TheWooingO't,'"
37. Slster nose.
A Novel.By WilkieCollins,
author
or "Tbe Woman
In White."
etc.
;~::::::~~~a~:.:~~:ne;;::,v:r:::~
38.Anne. A Novel.By llrs. Bc:nryWood,authorot
eellectlon
of thefunnystories,sketcbes,anecdoLea,
poems, EastLynne."
andjokesthat havebeenwrittenforsomeyears;illus'ted. 39. The Laurel llu8h. A Novel.By Miss Muloct,
Gentleman."
etc.
H. U•eful Knowle:d&'e f'or the Million, a handy authorof "JohoHalirax.
bookofu3eful
in forma.t1on
forall,uponma.01
and'f&rious 40. Amo111Harten. A Novel.BvGeorge Eliot,author
or "AdamBede,""Thellill ontheFloss,"etc.
■ objects: illustrated.
15. Oalled Back. A. Novel,
by HughConway,
author
or DarltDays,''etc.
2.
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Cincinnati journalism has exhausted the
slang dictionary and is returning to the
English language.
A rival editor is now
called a thief, and not macer, as formerly.
This is a moYement in the right direction,
and if the newspaper men in the Ohio
metropolis did not like their grammar so
saw. there might be hope for them yet. As
the case stands in Cincinnati, literature is
composed in about equal parts of black·
mall, boodle and bad breaks, and a very
slight addition of decency and education
would be a tremendous improvement.-

2!~2PN~~qh~
!itD400rf
~~~O~ ;~c~i~J
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COllPANY,

125 Filbert

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield,

StreetoPhllodelphla,

Pa.

PERCHERON

HORSES.
l\Iy recent importation of Percheron
horses, together with

.Jlfc,,ine.

Mitnnf~ctnr<-1·of

my present stock o!
nearly 100 head, make
one of the n1ost desir~

DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES

all le studs in this coun•
ry to select from. ~II

CLAZED WINDOWS.
All kinds moulded and plain finish.baluster$. Newens. Brackets.&c. Al~o chamber and clinino--room fnrnitlll'P ChamhPJ
Bets and Ext%nsion Tables a specialty.
Jobbing done promptly.

Missouri Repttblz'can.

sto"k

:France and America.
Took Zi prizes and
.

~~!;,~!!~
!t!;th~~~d
O

Se &lllf!!#IS,,

If you desire to possess a beaut(ful complexion
take Ayer's
Sarsaparilla.
It
cleanses and purifies the blood, and re·
Over P. Hoclie's blacksmith shop. All
moves blotches and pimples, making the
Custom making to
skin smooth and clear, and giving it a kinds of repairing.
bright and healthy appearance.
Take it measure, from Thomas' celebrated calf to
finest
French.
Orders
solicited.
3-37
this month.

Boot & Shoe Maker.

recorded, with

E~df[~ea-W
o1:ier:e~f
gold medal at last t:"'o

c!~~riSaii'.iiu':io~~tW.

AKIN, Scipio, N. Y. Box 36.
field• are •••ree, bal those who write lo
Suneoo
& Co..Portlaod, Maine,will receiYefree, full information
about work wblcb
tber can do, andu ....a&bome,tbat wiJJ pa,.

GOLD

themfrom15 IO 126

earned overS,50 to a dar.

per day. Some h ■ Te
Eltber ,ez. Joung or eld. Capital

not requfred. Yoa arestarted tree. Tboae who ,tart at onct.
are absolutolf ,uro or ""Ill' llltlo fonwi-. .lU ii new.

THE TELEPHONE

!18~~~~~
DR.TALMAGE'S
SERMON.
'(~~i:!:c_ft~t:i:~ii~g~e~~~s
~~;J:'t~~t

could have ~agined,
you are prostrated.
Bankruptcy, commercial arruihilation,
e:x-

:~ea a 1fn~rj~s;';:n:s;d~:;~~

:r:e
feneration

to geuerat10n.

I am glad

to

0

OIIINTOIII. OXFCXIID00., IIE.

lllUSURED BY YOUR OWN YA.RD
STICKS.

'!'here are between

80,000 and 90,000
City, two-thirds of
whom are probably Poles, they having
no less than 136 congregations
of their
own.

1ews in New York

The
magistrates
of Landshut,
in
Silesia, must have a curious idea of
human longevity.
They publish a notice
in the German papers calling on the
peasant, Jacob Sigl of Unterglaim, born
on July 1, 1749, to nppear in person before the Court of Landshut
not later
than January
29, 1887. The notice
states that he disappeared
on the 10th of
December, 1824, and has given no sign
of his whereabouts since.
Spain can bpast of four living queens
and five kings.
The former arc exQueen Isabella II., the Re-gent }Iaria
Christine,
widow
of Alfonso XII.;
Beatrix d'Este, wife of John III., who
"abdicated"
i~ favor of his son Dou
Carlos, and Marguerit:t, wife of Don
Carlos.
The kings are Alfonso XIII.;
Frimcis d'Assisi, the husband of faabella;
John III., Don Carlos, and lastly, tho
half-forgotten
ex-King Amadeus I.

:~~=
o1em~~~i,
understand that

;:~Ye ~ve~~e g~~~~~
the same yard stick that
they employed upon others would be employed upon themselves. Measure others by
a harsh rule, and you will bs measured by a
harsh rule. Measure others by a charitable
rule, fl.lldyou will be measured by a charitable rule. Give no mercy to others, and no

fh;
0

::~~ir:/!
!:te~i~e:h~
li~e~!j\t~i!
again."
There is a great deal of unfairness in the
critJcism of human conduct. Itwa, to smite
that unfairness tbat Christ uttered the words
o! the text, and my sermon will be a re-echo
of the Divine sentiment. In estimating the
misbehavior of others we must take into consideration the pressure of circumstances.
It
is never right to do· wrong, but there are degrees of culpability.
When men misbehave
or commit some atrocious wickedness we are
disposed indiscriminately to tumble them all
over the bank of condemnation.
Suffer they
ought and suffer they must; but in difference
ot degree.
In the first place, in estimating the. misdoing of others we must take into calculation
the hereditary tendency. There is such a
thing as good blood.and ther:e is such a thing
as bad blood. • There are families that have
had a moral twist in them for a hundred

gross receipts from all sources for the
year were $8,035.18 and the expeudi-

i:~\~:°faml1~rc~:Jinni:af~:a~~~e~~e~
have been escapades and maraudings and
scoundrelisms and moral deficits all the way
1
~;~in~~:t~e:
c!i~~o~~i!~
m a milder form and amount to no mania at
all. The strong probability is, that the present criminal started life with nerve, muscle
and bone contaminated.
As some start life
with a natural tendency to nobility and generosity, and kindness and truthfulness, there
are others who start life with just the opposite tendency, and they are born liars, or
born malcontents, or born outlaws, or ~orn
swindlers.
There is in England a school that Is called
the Princess Mary School. All the children
in that school are the children of convicts.
The school is supported by high patronage.
I had the pleasure of being present at one of
their anniversaries in 1879, presided over by
f!1:l":irie°/r!!!~~eha;3!c~::M!rai~e~~f~
number of crimes and thereby shown them-

tures were over $10,000, leaving
a deficit of about $2000.
George W. Childs
came to the rescue with a check for

~il&!~~:If;tt~t
i!~!fe %~~~nfri~ u~J!~
pernicious influences and put in reformatory
schools, where all gracious and 'kindly influ-

$500.

i~i~sx~~f.::nt~~~~~i~~~rte~

:Mt. Vernon does not "pay." The last
annual report of the Regents. says that
during the year, 1ii, 907 visitors
excluclusive of excursion parties came to the
grounds, from whose fares, the association derived
an income of $6,408,48.
The tJX on excursionists
increased this
sum to the extent of $681.65.
The

•

the head of the newspaper column in a wh~le
con.,.ress
of exclamation points; and while
0
you are reading the anathema in the reportorial and editorial paragraph; it occur, to
you how much this story is llka that of the
defalcation tifteen years ago. and a clap of
thunder shakes the window-sill,saying: "With
what measure ye mete, it shall be measured

to f ~~ ~g~in !i: another
~-!':i;:UJ1~~:ad~:~~;!'.on

[Preaehed at Ashevllle, N. C.)

Text: •"With what measure ve mete, it
shall be ~easure:l to you again. 17 Mui.tlle\Y
vii. 2.
In the·greatest sermon ever preached-a
sermon about fifteen minutes' long, according
to the ordinary rate of speech-a sermon on
the Mount of Olives, the Preacher, sitting

~j:fe~r~~~f;
au~~~ ~eS:/::i~~~~nia::~~
~hs:ef~~! s~~l~~~f f~':;;_u

1::! t~;Jt~

d~~:i• :itft:;r•b~:t
~i~~~
miles, may, after awhile, tu_rn the ~heels of
factories and help support mdustnous
and
virtuous populations: and there are family
'lines which were poisoned that are a bene,
diction now. At the Last Day it will bt
·found out that there are men who have gout
clear over into all forms of iniquity and

·f~~1~;~t1ct!!i\~bth~dt1:f:1!p~t~\i,
:sisted more evil than many a man who ha1
been moral and upright all his life.
Bu!
·s11pposing now that in this age when ther1

~1!:1!~r

sh? The Bible says: "Tho,y shaU,havejudg;
:neut without merey that showet~ no merc_:y.'

direction.

There

ifti

Y~l~~~pen':J~ P~ft:
calm pulses and a fine digestion and perfect
health, can not understand how _anybody
should be capsized in temper by an mftm tes10

~a~~;~!.P~ ~~~n~~8!
db~ ~;~af:n~~~ai7:icihat~i!1y.
at a provocation that makes anothe_r man

f::tih~a:JJe~~
tle ~:;.
man in it. I do not mean the man who w~uld
style himself the best, for probably he 1s a
hypocrite; but I mean the 1!'1an who before
God•i1!,J'eally the best.
I will ~ke you o~t
from all your Christian surroundmgs. I will
bke you back to boyhood. I will put you in
a depraved home. I will put you in a <:ra-

~;i~~?
:}Wba~

you plead for mercy, you, who in all your
iife never had any mercy on your fellow_sl
Don t you remember how ha-rd you were 1~
your opinions of those who were astray! Don t
you remember "·hen you ought to haveg1ven
~ helping hand you employed a hard heel!
Mercy!
You must
misspeak
yourself
when
you
plead
for
mer.:iy here.
MErcy for o~hers but no mer0y for you.
Look," sa,s the scribes of h~aven, "look at
that imcrlntion over the Throne of Judgment, the Throne of God's Judgment."
See
it coming out letter by letter, word_bywoz;i,
1entence by sentence, until your star~l~d vislon reads it and your remorseful sprr.1t appropriates it: "W'ith what measure ye mete,
1t shall be measured to you again. Depart;,
ve cursed!" ________
_

swear. You pride yourself. on your 1mperturbabilitv.
You say with your manner,
though vou have too much good taste to say
with your words: "I have a great deal more
sense than that man has; I have a great deal
more equipoise of t.emper than t_hat m3:n _h!l-5; Fo:ttcE, of Washington, leads the Leagus
1hort stops in fielding.
I never could make such a puerile exhibition
0
THE Bostons have won eight straight
of myself as that man has made."
~~:r ofth~t%~~1i~! ~ in:xi~~:!d
My brother, you do not realize that t?,at. games from the W ashingtons.
Who is that
sw~aring
in tae
next
r.:;~raI Your father. Ttl~ ne~hl::.o!·~ c.ome man was born with a keen nervous orgamza&~~~er, has
tion; that for forty years .he has been under oo!1nu:~a~:J'iy\t~
in to talk. and their jokes are unclean. Th_ere
0
th
SEVEN of the Chica.gos were fined $25
is not in the house a Bible or a moral tl'eat1se, h~t'-"t:e~trh~;fJg
:!~~k~~rn!:
temperance
but only a few scraps of an old pictorial
of original healthfulness; that much of his each, recently, for breaking
.
After a while you are old enough to get out time it has been with him like filing saws: pledges.
ESTERBROOK,of the New _Yorks, is CO?of the cradle, and you are struck . across that hi.II :aerves have come t,o be merely p
sidered by many the finest thu-d baseman m /..,
the head for naughtiness, but never m any
kindly manner reprimanded.
After a while tangle of disorders, and that he is the mo~t the League.
pitiable object on earth, who, though he 1s
THE Detroits are "great" base runners· In
0
y~~ :~: ~~1 i~fu;~tht~
ft• st!~~ very sick, does not look sick, ~nd nobody
the first Chicago game they made four runs
Let me see. Did you not
011' of sixteen hits.
lf you come home without any spoil, you sympathizes.
say
that
you
could
not
be
tempted
to
are whipped until the blood comes. At an..ebul.lition of temper? Smee Sept.e11!ber
THE Southern League cities want more atfifteen years of age. you go out I:<>fight your
tention given to the employment of home
come home from your summer waterm~own battles in this world, which seems to you
talent-in their clubs.
place,
and
you
have
inside,
awar
back
m
care no more for you than the dog that
THE steady, every day pitchers are the
has died of a fit under the fence. You are ~:i~H:.ei;ir :;t~~ih:!idt
7o1~sal~~uid~~lfs
b05t in the long run. The phenomenal have
kicked and cuffed and buffeted. Some day, and fever. You take quinine until your ~rs
a tendency to explode.
are first buzzing beehives and then roarmg
THIRTY-TWOof the 113 home runs made
~~~~gA
~~~;~h;~~e
Nic,zaras. You tn.ke rcots and heri::s, you take
by the League, so far this season, were made
who you are. Your father had free lodgings 11,erything. Yon get well. But the next day
on the Chicago grounds.
"'
at Sing Sing. Your mother, she was up for you feel uncomfortable, and you yawn, aud
THE St. Louis League men are poor base
drunkenness at the Criminal Court. Get out you stretch, and you shiver, and you conrunners,
and
they
lose
a
large
number
of
of my way, you low-lived wretc!i!" My sume, and you suffer. Vexe1 more than you
11;amesthrough this fault.
brother, suppose that ha~ been the history of cau tell, you can not sleep. yo~ can not eat,
your advent, and the htstory of your early
SCOTT,the first baseman of the Baltimoire
you can not bear to see anvthme; that looks
surroundings,
would you have b~n t~e happy, you go out to kick the cat, that is Club, has muffed but one ball in three years.
Christian man you are to-day, seated m this asleep in the sun. Your c~1l~ren s lll)rth
He has twice led the first basemen of the
Christian assembly. I tell you nay. You was once music to yon: now 1t 1s deafenmg.
American Association.
would have been a va2:abond, an outlaw, a
THE Athletic management has decided to
murderer on the scaffold atoning for your
offer $1,000 in cash to any physician who
crime. All these considerati<?ns ou~ht to and in the neighb0rhood your popularity is will fix up pitcher Coleman's arm. The p~in
;;.sper cAnt. off. The world says: "What is is in tho elbow and is not believed to be mmake us merciful in our dealmgs with tha
wandering and the lost.
.
the matter with that disagreeable m'l.n? curable.
Again, I have to remark that 1D our estiMADIGAN, of Washington, is the youngest
mate of the misdoings of. l?eople who have :!:th!
sI;~~-~~ghi:. ,,coyn,;~n::,?i !gcJ ~~~:; plaver that ever faced a League club as
fallen from high respectabi!1ty ~nd usefulat last-got your pay. You feel just as pitcher, or ever figured in a match game.
ness we must take into consideration the con- pay
man felt--that man for ,..-hom you had
The boy is only seventeen and weigbs about
junction of circumstances.
In nine cases the
no mercy, and my text comes iu with marUS pounds.
out of ten a man who goes astray does not velous
appositeness: "1Vith what measure ye
LAST year the Detroit Club came very near
going into bankruptcy; now it is said to~
~~~~ af;; ~t~i!ep:[~fgthes~;t:~
i!11~: mete, it shall be measured to you again."
In the study af society I have come to this
1
0
vestment.
He says; "Now, if I should lose conclusion-that
the
most
of
the
people
want
t~~~c~~:~2~tlJ1
~~~~~:v! ;:i~e;h!
that investment I have of my own property
to be good, but they do not exactly know
i.nvestment.
five times as much, and if. this investment
aow to make it out. They make enough g-ood
IN the American Association nine straigh*
res,lutions to lift them into angelhood.
The
;~~g ~~k~~ta~~!, ma;itt ut~~
victories is the record for this season. St.
vast majority of people who fall are the vicwrong reasoning he goes on and make~ the tims
Louis has it. The Athletics have won eight
of
circumstances;
they
are
captured
b;r
investment and it does not turn out qmte so
straight, and Pittsburg and LouisYille each
well as he ~xpected, and he makes another
'i<lven1traight.
'l.mbnscade.
If their temptation ~hould
investment, and, strange to say, at the same )ome out in a regiment and tight them in a
THE Detroit team ranked first in the batti.me all his other affair~ get entangled, and
Eair field they would go out in the stren~h,
ting and fielding averages of the National
League up to recent date. Brouthers of that
all his other resources !ail, and his hands are 1nd the triumph of David against Goliah.
But
they
do
not
see
the
giants
and
they
do
club had the best batting average, while
tied. Now he wants t-0extricate hims~lf. He
0
0
Richardson and ,Manning led in fielding at
goes a little further on in the wrong mvest~hJ;11 c~~~e :eg~!
!~y~~~!;~o~
sacond base and left field re,pectively.
ment.
He takes a plunge further ahead,
'I.le-oho!:
take
t~rea
tablespoonfuls
or
it
ad,iy,
for he wants to save his wife and children,
THE Newark Club, who are locally known
he wants to save his h:>me, he wants to save ·mtil you g-et dependent upon it; then after
JS the Little Giants, deserve their title. They
his membership in the church. He takes one that take half a glass three times a day, until
have b€aten some of the strongest dubs of
7ou
get
dependent
upon
that
amount;
then
more plunge and all is lost. Some mornin!i
the National League ond American Associa"O on increasin~ the amount until you aro
tion, including the De'.jroits, and played a
~tu rated from morning until night and from
t:e~~ ~c~o~r~h~!~h~
i:i:~~t;1~~
hard ten-inning ga•ne with New York's
night
until
morning."
Do
you
suppose
an,v
cer of the bank, ir.ai,c&ting that there is
crack club.
•
nan
would
become
a
drunkard
in
that
way?
trouble, the name of the ""'faulter or the deTHE Detr~it Club_wa~ t!ie first on(\ of the
0h, no! 'l.'emptation comes.and says· '_'Ta½e
:hese bitters, take this nervme, take this aid
~~a;;:edsheits ~~: s1!;~s~~(;'~dcoi~::'1ti~;~
K~~~seCiij~aI~ut;~n!~
The vast
hundreds of other men say: '·I'm glad he's ~ digestion, take this night-cap."
the Detroit,; made ninety-five runs, thirtynajority of men and women who are defound out et last;" hundreds of other men
seven earned runs, llfl hits, with a total of
1troved by opium aud hy rum first take them
say: "Just a~ I told you;" hundreds of other
156, and fifty-two errors, to the Kansas City's
men say: "We couldn't possibly have been ts medicines. In making up your dish o!
thirty runs, tourteen earned runs, seventyt.empted to do that-no
conjunction of cir- !ritici,m in regard to them, tal--e from thA five hits, with a total of eighty-nine, and
cumstances could ever have overthrown me;"
~aster the cruet of sweet oil and not the cruet
ai.nety-nine errors.
and there is a superabundance of indigna)f cayenne pepper.
Be easy on them.
Do
tion but no pity. The heavens full of lightning, but not one drop of dew. If God fi:t~~~~~l~:;; ~e~~!~ft~;i~f~ti:~f
treated us as society treats that man we ;ion? Why, the physician was kept up
How Pensioners
Will be Paid.
It is stated at the pension office that_pension
would all have been in hell long ago l Wait., 1ight hy night on professional duty. Life
agents will be instruc~d to par the mcrea_se
for the alleviating circumstances.
Perhaps! ind death hovered in tho balance. His nervThere came a
of.pension to those commg w1th_mt~e provishe may have been the dupe of others. Be- )US svstem was exhausted.
,ime of epidemic. and whole families were
ions of the recent act, allowmg mcreased
fore you let all the hounds out from their
rates for loss of an arm or leg without apkennel to maul and tear that man, _find/ ,rostrated, and his nervous strength was
whatever.
The
out if he has not been brought up m a 1 tone. He was all worn out in the service of plication or any formalitie,
;be
public.
Now
he
must
bra~e
himself
up.
practice will be same as under the act of
commercial establishment whe!·e there was\
~ow
he
stimulates.
The
life
of
this
mother,
March 19 1886, granting_ an increase to wid•
a wrong
system
of ethics
taught;
,he life of this child, the life of. this father,
ows and dependent relatives.
th
:he life of this whole family must b~ saved,'
~~d ex~~!va:a~t !,1;fe~h!to ~~~t ~ts~Ji
tud the lives of nil these families must be
with his honest earnings, and in the temp~1 ;a ved, and he stimulates, and he does it again
tnd agaiu. You may criticise his judgment,
~h1~~~~~~:eni'e~
ifate!~:!cf1~;j
the same temptation, to make a procession ofl ,ut remember the pro~ess. It was not a selmany miles. Perhaps some sudden sickness ~ process by which he we::it down. It was
THE latest comet is traveling at the rate of
may have touched his brain. and his judg-1 l magnificent generositr through which he
968,000 miles an hour.
fell. That attorney at the bar for weeks has
f;':,n;~{i~ ~o';,~~!~h~di'nu~t!8c::J:!~~j
THE Central New York hop crop is re-...,_
:ieen standing in a poorly Yentilated courtported a total failure.
,oom, listening to the testimony and contest~1erb\:it~~"!~ngte~;~~~~an;:;,ii!
ing in the dry technicalities of the law, and
OUR government loses $1,000,000 a year in
:tow the time, has come for him to wind up,
the smuggling of opium.
:;f~;e~rntt.~oo·
is
tnd he must plead for the life or his client,
THIS year's California wine product is esa chancel Hava righteo:.Js indi;;;nation you 1 tnJ his nervous system is all gone. If
timated at 25,000,00J gallons.
must about that man's conduct, but 1e fails in that speech then his client
A DIRECTcable between this 'JOUntry and
temper it with mercy. But you say: "I am
Brazil is to be laid during the f~ I.
so sorry that the innocent should suffer." :~t~~\n
th~~ 11::r h~:nc1i:nri~ sa8,;~;eeH~
Yes I am too-sorry for the widow3 and or-' ;tim;lates.
ABOUT
80,000 barrels of oil are produced
He must keeo up. He says; "I
phaiis who loRt their all by that defalca,tion.
nust keep up." Having large practice _you daily by the wells of Pennsylvania.
I am sorry, also, for th3 business men, the 1eehow he is inthralled.
You may criticise
VERMONTproposes to establish a State inhonest business men, who have had their
0
st itution for the criminally insane.
affairs all crippled by that defalca~ion. I
t1od\~~1:• \t,:tj:t~:~!t;teh~
1
CHOLERAis spreading with great rapidity
am sorry for the venerable bank President to aausting midnight work.
He has had to
and deadliness in Southern Japan.
f
whom the credit of that bank was a matter
report speeches and orations
that kee~
THE number of railway postal clerks in the
of pride. Yes, I am sorry, also, for that man oim up till a very late hour.
_He has
service of the Government is 4 563 an inth
gone with much exposure workmg up
crease 176 over the previous year. ' '
:~~i~~~~gt~d~, !i~1~tre:~~o1;7ii;i~ro~~
;ome case of crimo in comp,11ny with a
He sits down at m1dmght
Heaven, and went into ths blackness of dark- iete~tive.
. THE rush of American travelers to Egypt
:o
write
out
his
notes
from
a
memor~ndum
0
i1v~~~~et~t~~~~ fo;~~'!8;~~=
consump,j
;crawled on a pad under unfavorabl~ cn:cumn~s 0 ~ d.:fi:~tly sav: "I could not be tempted
in that way." Perhaps you may be tested stauces. His st"ength is go?e. Fid~lity to
THE song-birds of New Jersey are now proafter awhile. God has a very gooc.'ime_mory. the public intelligence. fidP-hty to his owi;
tected
by
a
statute
which
forbids
the
capture
and he sometimes seems to say: "Thts man :i.velihood, demands t)iat he keep up. He
or wounding of the feathered bipeds .
Agam and
feels so stroll'" in his innat3 power and i;ood- .nus't keep up. He stimulates.
&7ain he does that, and he ~oes down. You
ness he shall be tested; he is so full_ of bitter
thJ;:o~t:~~f
~hceh~t~caf~~!i biPt~~Jft
xfay criticise his ju:lg:.·rnnt in the matter, but
Park will be nearly two miles in leno-th and
~~~~iv~:!~~;tt~~t ~~ft~~u~i~:•~~~~:,Jl ~~ have m~r.:)y. Remember the process. Do cost
$50J,000.
"'
stand." Fifteen years go by. Ihe whee! of •nt be hard.
My friends, this text_ will .come to fulfillfortune turns several times\ and you_a_rem a
THE ~rst 110-ton_gun made in England hat
The
crisis that you never could nave aut1c1pated. ment iu s )me cases m th:s world.
been fimshed by Sir W. Ar1nstron,,. and it
Now all the powers of darkness come around, iJ.untsn1.auin Farmsteen was shot by some
will be used on th3 Benbow. It is' 44 feet
and they chuckle, and they chatter, and they 1nknown pel's,n. Twenty years after the
long and 16½ inches in bore.
say: "Aha! here is the old fellolV who was 100 0f tha huntsman was in the same forest,
LIEUTENANT GOAZON has invented a
so proud
of his integrity,
and who md h~ a ·:cideutally shot a man, and the man
method for firing dynamite shells from ordibragged he couldn't be overt:1trow1;1 by :n dving said: "God is ju.st. I shot your
st been tried suc'.ath;r
just.
heretwentyyearsago."
A
bishop.
temptation, and was . so uproar10us 1D !us
~:Ju1f;f~sa:~~~:~:Ji
demonstrations of ind1gnat1on at ths defalca- ,aid t'> Lo.nis XI. of France: ''Make an iron
CuRREl!IT.estimates of the total wheat crop
tion fifteen years ago. Let us soe. God lets :age for all those who do not think a9 we
for 1~86now range from _3!!</,0J0,000
bushels
the man go. God, who had kept that man to-an iron cage in which the captive can
under His protecting c3:re, lets the. i_n.an!ol;lDd
rtf.ooi~~:
try for himself th,i maJesty of his mt,g;nty. , ieither lie down nor stand straight up." It
cess of 1885.
God letting the man go, the powers of dark- .vR.sfashioned-the awful-instrument of punness pounce upon l}im. ~ see you some day :shment. After awhile the Bishop oj'ended
A ~ARGEcave has recently been discovin your office in great excitement. One of two Louis XI., and for fourt,een years he was in
ered m the Orange range, forty ll\iles north
things you can do. Be honest, and be pauper- 1hat same cage, and could neither lie_down
of ~l Paso, ~hich in size and in the.beauty of
ized, and have your children brought hof!le aor stand up. lt is a noor rule that will nqt.
of its stalactites and stalagmites bids fair to
from school. your family d';throned m so,:i1al work both ways. "With what measure ye
rival the Mammoth Cave.
1
:nete, it shall be measured to you again."
0
THOSE interes~d in beet-sugar1 manufac{ft~~e~ide
~~f/h
~f:h~~;i~-i:
''Oh, my friends, let us be r(!SQlyedtos~old
ture place the mcreased production in Euonly just go half an inch out of the proper path, [ess and pray more! That which 1D the Bible
rope
at t"'.elv~ to fif~en per· cent., while
you can only take a little risk, and then you i.S used as the symbol of all gracious infludealers mamtam that it will reach thirtyhave all your finances fair and right. You ~nces is the dove, not the por-~upine. We may
three pE>rcent. over that of last year.
have a large property.
You can leave a for- m unskillfully manage the life-boat that we
. THE to_tal value of the imports of merehan•
tune for your children and ~3dow a college ihall run do1'<'nthose whom we want to resdBe durmg the twelve months ended June
me. The fir.;t prnparation for Christian usa?0th was $635,253,606,and during the preced:i!;ui1tuPh~li~~lb~~~t
ir;1r~n,~~~
1ulness is wn.rm-hgarted common sense, prac!ng twelve months, ~77,527,329, showing au
until y;;ur lips get white. You decide to ;ical symnathy for thos3 whom we want to
Increase of $57,726,277. The total value of
risk it. Only a few strokes of the pen now. iave. What h~a'.l.way will we make in the
the exports of merchandise durin"' the same
But oh. how your hand trembles, how Judgment if in this wor-ld we have been hard
dreadfully it trembles! The die 1s cast. JD tb.ose who have gone astray' vYhat htc'..ad- period was $679,425,972; during the preceding twelve months, $742,189,7li5-a decrease
By the strangest
and
most
awful 1vay will you anJ I make in tha last Grzat
conjunction
of circumstances
any one Judgment, when we must have mercy or per- 1 of $26,763,783.
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There 1·"'s=a=t=re=e=iu=M=e=x=ic=o=called
the
respectability and usefulness. But we all
oily cocoa.
Its seed is almost entirely
know that it is more difficult for children of
composed of a fatty substance which has bad parentage to do right than for children
sometimes been used in making soap. A of good parentage.
In this country we are taught by the Dequantity of this seed was recently shipped
claration of American Independence that all
to Europe, and a Stuttgart baker has people are born equal. There never was a
greater misrepresentation put in one sensuccessfully used the oil as a substitute
t.ence than in that sentence which implies
for lard in making bread and cake.
The that we are all born equal You may as well
say that flowers are born equal, or trees are
seeds contain 12 per cent. more actual born equal. or aniwals are born equal. Why
grease than ordinary- pork lard, and can does one horse cost $100 and another horse
cost ~0,0001 Why does ona sheep cost $10
be kept for months without
spoiling.
and another sheep $5001 Difference in blood.
There is said to be a fortune awaiting the ·we are wise enough to recognize the ditferenco of blood in horses, in cattle, in sheep,
man who will go down to Mexico and but we are not wise enough to make allowance, for the difference in the human blood.
develop this business.
Now I demand, by the law of eternal fairness, tbat you be more lenient in your critiThe new king of Uganda, Central Af- cism of those who were born wrong, in
whose ancestral line there Was' a hangman's
rica, has inaugurated
a reign of terror,
knot, or who came from a tree the fruit of
taking life and propertly according to his which for centuries has been gnarled and
worm-eaten.
Dr. Harris, a reformer, gave
whim. The missionaries have discovered
some marvelous statistics in his story of
plots against their lives, and the king has what he called "Margaret, the mother of
isolated them, commanding
all natives ~n~~~~~-;pp~!nN1w YY~rka§ta~.e liSh~
to keep away from their premises.
The not only poor. but she was. vicious. She was
native Christians, who have become a h~!=l~h!~:.ide~:irpubii~erho~:~~o
~:::
large band, are in constant fear of death,
what looked after her, but chiefly scoffed at
and
derided
her,
pushed
her
further
and yet there are inquirers who are anx- in her crimes. Th~t was nmaty y:earsdown
ago,
There have been 623 persons in that anious to be baptized and bear persecution.
cestral line, 200 of them criminals. In one
Mr. Mackay wrote that the mission- branch of that family there were twenty,
nine
of
them
have
been
in
aries had been seriously considering how and
State Prison, and nearly
all of the
they might escape from Uganda, but others have turned out badly. It is esticould hardly see any possibility of get• mated that that family cost the County and
State $100,000, to say nothing of the propting away undiscovered.
. erty they destroyed. Are you not willing,
I as sensible people, to acknowledge that it is a
A missionary in Bombay in an inter- !~:nf~jisa~~
~ ~~tb~:k~ :u;~:f
esting letter describes the cosmopolitan
ence whether one descends from Margaret,
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character of that city.
He says: "Last
week a Greenlander called, seeking work.
'l'wo days

after

a man

from

Australia

wrote me asking a favor.
A few weeks
ago a West Indian came to attend to repairs on my house.
Last Sunday night
I preached to a congregation
in which
sat, side by side, a Russian from the
Baltic and an Armenian from the foot of
Mount Ararat.
Among my parishioners
is an Abyssinian, Turks from the Darda.-

:ith:.°i!elsr~l
ci·.w;:tt!~ y~: !~~~h=~1;:
of Ahab or the son of Joshua? It is a very
1;~:?:~a\~\n~

:::a~

~ s!~~g:1;~

H~~[i{;t
h~~;ht

0

he1~ ftd t~~e

:i~
,..

t~~:d~~r~ t~!he~~

fhecef!i~e~ie~-::v:
been bad and there has been a comin d
over
a
moral
de~livity,
if
the go
man
sufre~ful~
nelles, Greeks from the Adriatic,
Seedee • to the influences he will
down
under
boys from Zanzibar.
Norwegians
and the overmastering gravitation unless some
South Africans live, do business and die
in this human hive."
New York city
can see Bombay and go her several better,
however.
As many nationalities
as the
.missionary
enumerates
may often
be
found in Castle G>1rden all at the sam~
time.
The meteorites that fall upon the earth
are composed chiefly of iron.
Signor
Bomb1cci suggests an explanation of thiE.
The earth is a big magnet, as shown by
the proceedings
0f a bar of steel freely
suspended and accurately balanced on its
centre.
Bombicci's idea is that t.his big
terrestrial magnet, when rushing through
space
containing
meteoric
particles,
exerts a selective
attraction
for tho ;e
which are fcrruginous.
The fact that so
many mass2s of meteoric iroa have been
found in tho Arctic regiow:, so far as it
goes, supports thil theory.

~~rr~~~~~ d~e~:esa:~r;:tu:~~ori~?.::
butyourpity.

Donotsitwiththelipcurled

1~
~ig;~~e~!~ot!~
1

precipitation.
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~i.

~~l

ado~!u~;inai~u~1 a~:
1
You had better get down on

rhci~
~i::e~~!t!!J;·~rat~~t:tr.;1\{~~
you have not been thrown

!;\

1s:_

of le~~e~tio~no to~btr,;~~lll!a.
self in an ancestral
current
where
~~~: i:enfi:t'fon bl~d g!~;~~ionsmoftthlfu
not a very
great credit
to him if
~~:e~ns

a

1t!;~{;:~:

0

under the wheel 9

ofl~hcir::t~~~r!tl~t~nd in the United S~tes,
in every generation, there are tens of tho•1sands of persons who are fully developed
criminals and incarcerated.
I say, in every
generation.
Then, I suppose, there are tens
of thousands of persons not found out in
their criminality.
In addition to these there
are tens -of.,thousands of persons '\'\'ho, not
1
1
kv~i=~?lr!~~1~!~~e~ i;.inat:iyn~:e,;·t~1
those thousands by the grace of God may
become Christian, and resist the ancestral influence and open a new chapter of behavior;
but the vast majority of them will not, and
it becomes all men, professional, unpro-

!11

~~~:-~a~hi~~1t~~is~f a~~u,gh~lsti~~g!~rk!
ers to recognize the fa~t that there are these
Atlantic and Pacific surges of hereditary evil
rolling on through the centuries.
I £ay, of course, a man can resist thi~ ten.
dency, just as in the ancestral line mentioned
in th3 first chapter of MaW1ew. You see
in the same line in which there was a wicked

~e~~~~Of~~~bi;~J;~\~
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ail your
fellows¥
were in
I Don't
veg1ven
rd heel'!
;yourself
here.
for you.
"look at
of Judgt." See
yword,
itled vis~irit ape mete,
Depact,

Radway's

ThA Yukon River,
Dr. Willis E. Everette( who has re-'Centu:r;:y,"
_Reminiscences
or cently returned from a government exManufaeturer,iof :n,d peale-e,ib.
the Confederate
Leader.
ploring expeditioa in Alaska, gives an
■
■
■
iute.esting description of the Yukon
Fire and Burglar Proof
river of Alaska. Dr. Everette left HarHE OIIEAPEST .~ND llEST MEDICINE
:VOS'
A Reminder of His Days of Courtship risburg in June with one white man and
FAMILY USE IN THE WORLD.
In from one to tweuty m!..1rntes, nt>ver fails lo r.,.,
lieve
PAIN
with
one
thoronxh
•;>Plication.
Nomatand
an
Incident
After
The
War.
CHRO!fOMET!lll
AND COMDINATIO:-f
sixteen indians, but before reaching the ler huwTiolen:t or excruciati1.tJ(' the pa.in, the Rbeu-'
LOCKS Hf GREAT :VAlUETY.
anat.ic, Bedridden. I11firu1, Crippled, Nervous, Non.-·
Stewart river his co~panions returned,
s0 H'ln'¥it~~•,..'t1°~~.:fi'ti.t!':.1":,;,.!_ADIn
the
Century
Major
J.
Horace
Lacy
arid•ihe finished his journey .alone, under- ~1f½~
Steel Vault Linings and Doorsfor Banks
givessome·of his reminiscences of Gen. going many great hardships, and having
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The other crops are looking splendidly.
We have been blessed with nice· weather,
not having had our tent wet once since we
1.-CHARADE.
started.
Yet it has rained nil along ahead
To gain much of my first, many men do of us so the dust has been laid all the way.
aspire,
And the people are few who have all they Our health is much improved.-Fann,'ngton Chron,"cle.
desire.

OUR PUZZLE CORNER.

the tailor and seamstre,s
indeed
would be vexed,
Should they e'en for a day be deprived of
my next.

READOURCLUB
LIST,

For the whole find a plant (my description
is brief)
·with a small, bitter root and a glassy
green leaf.
EYE EM Es.
2.-ENIGMA.
Composed of 28 letters.
My 1 2 3 25 6 i&a gram much cultivated in the United States.
My 4 5 12 18 i, only enjoyed in its fullest sense when it has been earned by toil.
My 7 8 13 9 6 is one of the most important parts of the body, and is also a part
of a tree.
My 14 15 21 IO is used for carrying messages long distances with great rapidity.
My 19 II 16 17 is more frequt:ntly
climbed than a ladder.
My 20 22 16 is a fish whose flesh is considered as a dainty by some, while many
others will not eat it.
My r 23 24 3 is what one would be in
exceeding measure if he knew half there
is to be known.
My 26 27 28 is traveled both by pedestrians and people who ride.
My whole is an old saying that has lost
none of its truth by age.
ED.I.
3.-WORD
SQUARE.
1, An exclamation expressive of grief.
2, To remain in existence.
3, An eastern country.
4, To figure prominently as a theatrical
performer.
ANSWERS
ANSWERS

NEXT

TO PUZZLES

WEEK.
OF LAST WEEK.

1.-Place a period after pigeon in the
first line and a semicolon after the noun in
each of the following lines, (except the
last two), omitting the semicolons at the
end of the Jines.
2.-Ceres.
3.-1, Bear, ear. 2, Eland, land. 3,
Fawn, awn. 4. Hare, are. 5, Mouse,
ouse. 6, Panther, anther.
7, Sable, able.
8, Sloth, loth.
l\[
4.TED
TYROL
l\IERMA
ID
DOAND
LID
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THE COMING STATE FAIR.
At a session of the Trustees last week
further arrangements
were made and attractions added to the already extensive
program for the State Fair at Lewiston,
Sept. 14-17. A free for all purse of $500,
and a 2.28 purse of $300 were added to the
trotting purses, making 17 in all. amounting to nearly $4,000 offered for this interest, and making four races each day.
To please and delight young America, a
Novelty race is arranged for and a $50
purse offered, for boys of 17 years or under, to saddle, carry 125 lbs. 3 miles. 1st
mile, walk, $IO; 2nd mile. trot, $15; 3d
mile, run, $25. Entrees free.
Other novelties to please the crowd will
be announced in due season. The regular
list contains a couple which will cause an
animated contest for their possession. To
best ox or steer teamsters. bamboo sih·ermounted ox-goads, valued at $IO and $5;
same to boys under 16 years. To best
horse teamster, prize whips valued at $IO
and $5. These exhibitions will draw a
cro"·d.
The mammoth posters of the Fair just
distributed are works of art superior to
anything of the kind ever before seen in
the State. It includes in the foreground a
picture of Libby's prize ox team of five
yokes shown at last year's State Fair,
weighing 25,3IO lbs., the largest yoke being S,955 lbs., and the largest team ever
exhibited in New England.
The whole of the miscellaneous exhibit
will be on the Park, and parties wanting
space, or particulars in regard to Hall exhibits. should address the Supt., Geo. E.
Brackett, Belfast, and make early entries
to him, as it will be O\'er-crowded. The
offices of both the Hall Supt. and Sec. will
be at the Park, Lewiston, on and after
Sept. 6th, Address all articles intended
for exhibition to "State Fair Grounds,
Lewiston, ~fe."
DIGGI:'.\'G WOR::\IS.

5.Could I command with voice or pen,
The tongues of angels and of men,
A tinkling cymbal, sounding brass,
My speech and preaching would surpass;
Vain were such eloquence to me
\Vithout the grace of charity.
NORWAY'S

CENTEKNIAL.

The town of Norway, Oxford County,
will celebrate the one hundredth anniversary of its settlement Sept. 8, in an appropriate manner.
Judge \Villiam Wirt Virgin of Portland will deliver the oration,
and there will also be short addresses by
well-known men, besides other literary exercises. The streets of the village are to
be elaborately decorated, and the committee on music are expecting to have an anvil chorus and a vocal chorus of five hundred voices. Several of the best bands in
the State will
be present,
including
Chandler's Band of Portland.
In the evening, there will be a display of fire-works
such as never before was witnessed among
"the hills of old Oxford."
The committee on funds expect to have about $1200
with which to defray expenses, and the
citizens are making every effort to render
this a grand celebration and one worthy
of the good old town of Norway, whose
growth and prosperity has been marvelous
for a country town in an Eastern State.
NOTES ALONG THE WAY.
Rev. 0. Roys, pastor of the Free Baptist church in Farmington, who, with his
family, are driving from Canton to Dickinson Centre, N. Y .. and camping along
the way, writes the following sketch of his
trip as far as Stanstead, P. Cl_:
STANSTEAD, P. Cl,, Aug. 9.
\Ve started from Dixfield Tuesday morning, had a good dinner of trout in Roxbury
Notch, and camped for the night five miles
this side of Andover.
The wind was blowing 6o miles an hour, howling like wild
beasts in the distant forests, and hissing
like thousands of serpents in the trees
around us; but we were encamped in so
dense a thicket that we scarcely felt it.
Wednesday was a beautiful day, and we
drove on to a blueberry plain and encamped on a clear brook, where I caught 70
trout in 2 1-2 hours. That was two miles
from the main road at Cambridge. Thursday P. M. we drove to within two miles of
Dixville Notch and camped on a clear
stream by an old logging camp. Friday
we drove into Canada and stopped with a
French family in a log house. Thursday
we bad a variety of experience, and one of
the grandest rides for mountain scenery I
ever had. Saturday we drove to Stanstead,
where we remain until Tuesday morning.
\Vednesday we visit friends in Hadley,and
Thursday start again on our journey.
The hay crop is very good in this country with a large amount still to be cut.

Benjamin Bunker, the ·democratic warhorse of Fairfield. has just returned from
\Vashington,
where he secured the appointment of \V. J. Bradbury to be postmaster at Fairfield.
Mr. Bunker recounts
his interview with the president in his own
entertaining way.
"I told the president that I was a wonderful man. I was the only delegate to
the Chicago convention who wasn't after
an office. I said to him that Bradbury
was the man, and Bradbury should be appointed or there'd be the very deuce to
pay. The president dicln't seem to be convinced, and as he was going away the next
day on a fishing trip to the Adirondacks I
knew there was no time to spare.
So,
bright and early in the morning I went
out behind the White House and began to
dig worms. Now I've been fishing considerable and know how to dig worms,and
the way I made the gravel fly up against
the presidential chamber window was a
caution.
Pretty soon a yellow night-cap
was poked out of the window, and Grover,
who was in the night-cap asked:
''Vho
in the Dickens is that out there?'
'It's
me, B. Bunker of Fairfield, ::\-laine,' I answered. '\Vhat are yer doin' there?' ,Digging worms,' says I. '\Veil if you'll stop
digging worms and let me sleep I'll give
Bradbury that commission.'
'All right,'
said I, and here I am. Bradbury is going
to be postmaster
notwithstanding
that
Chairman Brown telegraphed to the president, while I was there, to hold on until
he heard from him."-Waterville
Sentinel.
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We are determined to have 1000more subscribers, and in order
to do so have arranged very low Clubbing Rates with all leading
publications in the United States. Our_Club List comprises thousands of publications not on
the list below, as we have room to ment1011only a few to show the amount you can save.
The greatest hindrance in working up a circulation for a country paper lies in the fact that
most every family is taking several papers which they do not wish to discontinue, and not feeling
able to add others to the number, prefer to retain those papers that all'eady have become their
favorites. We are bound to overcome this difficulty, and so have arranged that subscriptions to
any other paper may be paid at this office, and we can save enough on three or four other papers
to equal the price of the TELEPII0N1'J. No more complaint that you are paying for so many papel's that you cannot afford the TELEPHONE. By combining with our paper you can Save
.MoneyI If th1:,papers you take are not on this list write us or call at our office and we will let
you know what we can do. If not on our Clubbing List ( which includes several thousand) we
will take the subscription at publisher's rates and discount la Cents on a year's subscription
to our paper when paid at the same time.
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Advertiser, Boston, (weekly)
$1 oo
"
''
(di.ily)
12 00
Advertiser, Portland.
I oo
Age of Steel, St. Louis,
3 oo
Am. Agriculturist, N. Y.,
I 50
Am. Angler, N. Y.,
3 oo
Am. Dairymen, N. Y.,
I 50
New Subs.
50
Am. Farmer, Ft. \Vavne, Ind.
oo
Am. Florist & Farme;·, Boston, r oo
Am. Grocer, N. Y.,
3 oo
Am. Machinist, N. Y.,
2 50
Am. Poultry Yard, Hartford, Ct. I 50
Arn. Rural Home, Roch., N. Y., I oo
Art Age, N. Y.,
2 oo
Art Amateur, N. Y.,
4 oo
Atlantic Monthly, Boston,
4 oo
Babyhood, N. Y.,
r 50
Baptist ·weekly. N. Y.,
2 oo
New Subs.,
2 oo
Beekeeper's Magazine. N. Y.,
I oo
l::lreders' Gazette, Chicago,
3 oo
Breeders' Journal, Beecher, Ill., I oo
Century :Magazine, N. Y.,
4 oo
Chatterbox, Boston.
r oo
Christian .At \Vork, N. Y.,
3 oo
New Subs.,
3 oo
Cottage Hearth, Boston,
1 50
Country Gentleman.Albany,N.Y.,2
50
Courier, Bangnr, :i\1e.,
2 oo
Decorator & Furnisher, N. Y.,
4 oo
Demorest's Magazine, N. Y.,
2 oo
Dirigo Rural, Bangor, Me.,
I 50
Education, Bost0n.
3 oo
Every Saturday, Baltimore,
2 oo
Farm & Home,Springfiel<l,Mass.,
.50
Farm & Garden, Philadelphia,
.50
Fireside Companion, N. Y.,
3 oo
Forest & Stream, N. Y.,
4 oo
Gleason's Mo.Companion,Boston,
1 oo
Globe, Boston, (Weekly)
I oo
"
"
(Daily)
6 oo
Godey's Lady's Book,
2 oo
Golden Days, Philadelphia,
3 oo
Good Cheer, Greenfield, Mass.,
.50
Good H'sek'ping,Holyoke.Mass.,
2 50
Guspel Banner, Augusta, )-fe.
2 oo
••
'·
(new subs.,)
2 oo

$2
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2
3
2
3
2
2
I
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oo
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35
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Happy Hours, Augusta, Me.,
1 oo
Harper's Baur, N. Y.,
4 oo
Harpers' ·weekly. N. Y.,
4 oo
Herald, Boston, (Sunday)
2 oo
•·
"
(daily)
6 oo
Home, Boston,
1 oo
Home Journal, Boston,
2 50
Horseman, Chicago,
4 oo
Household, Brattleboro, Vt.,
I IO
Housekeeper,Minneapolis,Minn.,
r oo
Journal, Boston, (weekly)
r oo
"
''
(daily)
6 oo
Judge, (comic) N. Y.,
5 oo
Live Stock Monthly, Portland,
I oo
:i\-1:aineFarmer, Augnsta, :i\1e.
2 oo
Mirror & Farmer, Manchester,
r oo
Morning Star, D_over. N. H.,
2 oo
"
"
(new subs.)
2 oo
Musical Herald, Boston,
1 oo
National Labor Trib., Pittsburo-, 2 oo
National Tribune, vVashington:
r oo
Peo. Lit. Companion, Augusta,
r oo
Pilot, Boston,
2 50
Poultry Monthly, Albany, N. Y., 1 25
Record, Boston, (daily)
3 oo
Rural New-Yorker, N. Y.,
2 oo
Saturday Night, N. Y.,
2 oo
Scientific American, N. Y.,
3 20
Sportsman, N. Y.,
4 oo
Transcript, Boston,
2 oo
Transcript, Portland,
2 oo
"
"
(new subs ) 2 oo
Traveller, Boston,
1 50
"
"
(daily)
Tribune, N. Y.,
Vi~kery's Fireside Visitor, Augusta,
Voice, (temperance) N. Y.,
Wallace's Monthly, N. Y.
Whig & Courier, Bangor, Me.,
"
"
(daily)
vVi_deAwakeLBoston,
,v1tness, N . .r .,
Witness, Montreal,
Zion's Advocate, Portland,
''
"
(new subs.)
Zion's Herald, Boston,
"
"
(new subs.)•

When sho was a. Cbilcl, sbe cried for ( ·a~tor;a,
When she hccame Miss, she clung- to Ca,~ioria.,

When she ha.d Children, she ga,·e tho:u Castoria,

WANTED!

100 FAMILIES
TO MAKE

COATS

Sewing Machines furnished if wanted
and the work delivered at your homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
5 ltf

Notice.
Astray. and now in the enclosure of the
subscriber, one red yearling heifer. The
owner is requested to prove property, pay
charges and takt: said heifer away.
IsAAC A. ELLIS, Canton Point, Me.
Au~ust 23, 1886.

For Sale.
Two nice Jersey cows. For further information apply to
1m34
H. F. HAYFORD, Canton.
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The above fi~tnes are subject to changes in publishers' rates. Any of our subscribers can
take advan~ag~ o~ t}:ieseLow ~Clubbing Rates, either for settling arrears or renewals in advance,
but all commg w1thm our $1.uO rate must add 25 cents to the Club Price.

~Pay

all your Subscriptions at the

HEBRON
ACADEMY.
Miss M.N. Richardson

CAl\lTON

The Fall Term of Hebron Academy will has returned to Canton for a few months,
begin
where she will fill orders for

with the following board of instruction:

?'ea_chers in Penmanship,
Elocution,
Pa111t111g,and Mubic are furnished du ring
the year.
No labor is spared to make Hebron
Academy one of our best schools.
There
a)·e three courses of study :-English,
Class,_cal and College. Special attention is
given to _Mathematics, Bookkeep111g, and
such studies as teachers may desire to purs1:1e. Catalogues and information gladly
given, on writing to the Prin., or Z. L.
Packard, Sec., Hebron, Me.
4t 32

E. W. ALLEN,

Canton,

.N. L. MEA.NDS, Prop 'r.
Centrally located, good attention, and terms rea
~;;~able. Travelers taken to all parts of the coun3- 22

CRAYON
PORTRAITS,

Any kind of pictures copied any size, in
her usual conscientious
and artistic manner.
4-2otf

Millinery
& FancyGoods
--AT--

A.C.BICKNELL'S,

WANTED!
Blue Store,
88

Canton.

Ill'CMNJ!JIM!!J
11

ed~~ ~h0e ;;p~\ln~!~~ster

Carriage Shop," is prepar-

Carria[B
Repairin[
and
Saw
Filin[.
6tf

1000

StateNormal
School,

TEACHER
OF VOCAL MUSIC.
I have Peerless ancl Stanley organ which
I sell at reasonable'prices;
warranted for
Tuition
Free.
five years.
Tnose n want of an or,!\"an or
piaao will do well to call on or aU<lrcss
The Fall Term will commence Tuesday,
the above. These organs are well made ~ug. 31, 1886. For Catalogues, Informain every respect, quick in actio11, brilllant
t10n, Rooms and Board, address the Prin.
in tone, and voiced so they are easy to
111130
GEO. C. PURRINGTON.
sing with.
'!'hey are second to none.

F AltifflNGTON.,.

ME.

Stand for Sale.
ADVERTISERS
~~i:t;:~s~~:~
:::i~
e:;i~::::
At Gilbertville, ~1e.,near railroad crossing.

feet

1-2

inch Bass Boards wanted

Wanted.
A fam_ily of 6 or 8 to board through the
season, ma country farm house.
None
need apply but quiet people.
Address
MRS. BENJ. SMITH,
•
Box 100, Laconia, N. H.
JOHN

P.S

Attorney

0

One

:~~~:1~rJ~~s1;ede1~1~~u;s!~t~/at;1~t.s
J~f~cin::::na
particulars apply at Canton House, to
t:.:~::.ti~i~~d:~~::;
LORD
&THOMAS.
6tf
N. L. MEANDS, Canton, Me.

on advertising space when in Chicago, will find it on file at

HOUSE,

CANTON, ME.

1804--1886.

WrLLIAM E. SARGENT, A. M., Prin.
Mrss NELLIE L. WHITMAN, Preceptress.
GEO. P. PHENIX, A. B., Assistant.
Mrss MARYE. JORDAN,

Office.

TELEPHONE

Tuesday,Aug.31,1886,
When Baby was sick, we gevo her Castana

'
■

WASEr,

& Counsellor
<.,anton, Me.

at Law,
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